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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW 

In order to assess Oxfam‟s added value at the interim stage of programme implementation, this 

evaluation took the form of a cross-sectional research study using a comparative case study 

approach. The evaluation assessed the extent to which young people had changed their 

knowledge, attitudes and practices on issues of global citizenship linked to the effectiveness of 

targeted programme activities. The case study approach also allowed us to gauge the 

programme effectiveness of the interim outcomes from the stance of education practitioners.  

The project design was based on testing three assumptions taken from the theory of change, 

focusing on the three main areas of programme activities, namely whole school activities, 

classroom-based learning and youth groups. The assumptions are as follows: 

• Effective partnerships with schools through the programme leads to whole school 

approaches. Whole school approaches to global citizenship ensure that young people 

develop values and attitudes that are supportive to overcoming global poverty and provide 

education practitioners with the tools for integrating global citizenship education into the 

curriculum.  

• Classroom-based activities/resources ensure that teachers are more able to deliver global 

citizenship learning. Teachers engaging with and using resources have the institutional time 

and space to use them. Resources produced are useful to teachers.  

• The encouragement of youth action in schools through Youth Ambassadors leads to the 

development of skills for taking action on global poverty among young people. The Youth 

Ambassador Group model is an effective way of skills building and the development of 

attitudes and values regarding global poverty.  

In total five schools were selected as case study schools: three schools that were engaged with 

Oxfam‟s global citizenship programme were selected along with two comparator schools, one 

primary and the other secondary. The secondary school selected had been initially contacted by 

Oxfam, but had subsequently disengaged before full action plans were developed. The primary 

school was selected independently of any Oxfam activities on the basis of a comparable 

location and intake.  

Qualitative data were collected through individual interviews with project staff and key 

stakeholders in the three programme areas, namely teaching staff, as well as through focus 

group discussions with programme beneficiaries. Data collection was carried out using the 

following methods: 

• Interviews with Oxfam‟s Education and Youth programme staff.  

• Interviews with teachers, heads and deputy heads in each of the five case study schools.  

• Focus groups with young people.  

Though originally selected as an Oxfam Effectiveness Review, limitations were encountered in 

the course of the research with respect to time available to conduct a wider quantitative survey, 

school availability and limited availability of programme documentation. As a result, it was 

agreed that a comprehensive effectiveness review could not be conducted to consider impact or 

effectiveness in this case.  Instead, this study provides a light-touch evaluation of the impacts of 

Oxfam‟s work in several schools across London and the South East. Further research would 

need to be conducted to evaluate fully resource usage and the external perception of Oxfam‟s 

work across the UK.  
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1.2 KEY FINDINGS 

Evaluation of Assumptions 

 Indicator 1: The 

extent to which 

outcomes have 

materialised 

Indicator 2: 

Whether there is 

evidence that the 

programme 

contributed to 

these changes 

Indicator 3: The 

significance of the 

project’s 

contribution in light 

of other 

contributing factors 

Assumption 1: 

Effective partnerships 

with schools through 

the programme leads 

to whole school 

approaches. Whole 

school approaches to 

global citizenship 

ensure that young 

people develop 

values and attitudes 

that are suppportive 

to overcoming global 

poverty and provide 

education 

practitioners with the 

tools for integrating 

global citizenship 

education into the 

curriculum.  

• Whole school 

approaches were 

found to have an 

impact on young 

people‟s 

knowledge, 

values and 

attitudes.  

• Whole school 

approaches were 

found to exist 

through school 

ethos and 

initiatives as well 

as being driven 

by Oxfam 

relationships.  

• Oxfam‟s 

presence in 

schools is 

assisting in the 

development of 

young people‟s 

knowledge and 

understanding of 

global poverty.  

• Oxfam‟s support, 

particularly their 

planning 

processes, 

makes teachers 

more capable of 

delivering global 

citizenship 

learning in a 

structured way.  

Oxfam‟s whole 

school approaches 

indeed provide 

education 

practitioners with the 

tools for integrating 

global citizenship 

education into the 

curriculum and 

effective partnerships 

with schools clearly 

ensure that global 

citizenship is 

embedded into the 

school curriculum. 

This has occurred 

successfully in those 

Lead Schools with 

which Oxfam works. 

The comparator 

school, without a 

whole school 

approach, was 

clearly less able to 

deliver any kind of 

structured global 

citizenship learning.  

Assumption 2: 

Classroom based 

activities/resources 

ensure that teachers 

are more able to 

deliver global 

citizenship learning. 

Teachers engaging 

with and using 

resources have the 

institutional time and 

space to use them. 

Resources produced 

are useful to 

teachers.  

• Oxfam resources 

were found to be 

relevant and 

useful by 

teaching staff in 

schools; they 

particularly help 

with lesson 

planning and 

research.  

• Time pressures 

are common for 

teachers and are 

not impacted by 

working with 

Oxfam.  

There was extensive 

evidence that 

teachers find 

Oxfam‟s resources 

useful and assist 

them in delivering 

global citizenship 

learning. Further 

research would need 

to be conducted to 

ascertain the extent 

to which resources 

as a standalone 

factor may better 

enable teachers to 

deliver global 

citizenship and 

global learning in 

general.  

Resources better 

enable teachers to 

deliver global 

citizenship learning 

and are useful to 

teachers. It is difficult 

to ascertain the 

direct impact of 

Oxfam‟s teacher 

resources due to the 

fact that teachers 

often use resources 

from a number of 

organisations. It was 

felt that resources 

may be more useful 

as subject and topic 

specific guides tied 

directly to the current 

curriculum.  
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Assumption 3: The 

encouragement of 

youth action in 

schools through 

Youth Ambassadors 

leads to the 

development of skills 

for taking action on 

global poverty among 

young people. The 

Youth Ambassador 

Group model is an 

effective way of skills-

building and the 

development of 

attitudes and values 

regarding global 

poverty.  

• Students involved 

in Youth 

Ambassador work 

had clearly 

developed skills 

for taking action 

on global poverty.  

• Students also 

demonstrated 

skills in critical 

thinking and the 

ability to 

challenge 

injustice.  

Though limited, there 

was direct evidence 

that the Youth 

Ambassadors model 

led to the 

development of skills 

for taking action on 

global poverty. The 

young people party 

to a Youth 

Ambassadors group 

in the one school 

that had 

implemented the 

project were clearly 

galvanised into 

taking action; the 

Youth Ambassadors 

group had provided 

them with a platform 

to find their own 

creative ways to take 

action on global 

poverty.  

The encouragement 

of youth action in 

schools through 

Youth Ambassadors 

undoubtedly leads to 

the development of 

skills for taking action 

on global poverty 

among young people 

and is a very 

successful model for 

engaging young 

people with global 

citizenship with 

limited contact 

needed from the 

programme team. 

Schools should be 

encouraged to allow 

student ownership of 

group activities and 

topics of interest to 

ensure the greatest 

impact. There was, 

however, insufficient 

evidence to indicate 

that this method is 

the most effective 

way of skills building, 

as most schools 

were not involved 

with Youth 

Ambassadors.  

 

Assumption 1: Whole School  

Approaches 

Whole school approaches were found to have an impact on young people‟s knowledge, values 

and attitudes. Changes to students identified through the case studies as a result of whole 

school approaches include the following: 

• Their understanding of global poverty increased.  

• They were more likely to initiate relevant projects themselves.  

• They undertook greater responsibility.  

• They were more likely to internalise what it means to be a global citizen (with a caveat that it 

is difficult for students to internalise more specific issues when they have never been in 

similar situations; they find it easier to sympathise than to empathise).  

It is clear that whole school activities are contributing to good practice in schools and allowing 

schools to better incorporate global citizenship in a structured way.  

• Oxfam presence in schools is assisting in the development of young people‟s knowledge and 

understanding of global poverty.  

• Oxfam‟s support, particularly its planning processes, makes teachers more capable of 

delivering global citizenship learning in a structured way.  
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More research with a wider school set needs to be done in order to gauge the net impact of 

Oxfam resources on classroom activities; in particular, whether their usage directly increases 

teaching of global citizenship and directly increases the level of knowledge of young people.  

Classroom-based activity 

• Oxfam resources were found to be relevant and useful by teaching staff in schools; they 

particularly help with lesson planning and research.  

• Classroom-based approaches to global learning can be effective even when applied 

independently of a whole school approach.  

• Teaching staff would prefer to be able to use elements of the resources to develop their 

own lesson plans, rather than using the resources in their entirety.  

• More subject-specific resources would be welcomed by teachers.  This is an area in 

which Oxfam has already started developing resources, although they are not widely known 

to teachers. More topic-based resources would also be useful for both primary and 

secondary levels.  

• The greatest impact on young people occurs when students have a personal 

connection to the topic. Campaign-linked resources are particularly useful for this, as are 

presentations from individuals who have relevant international experience.  

Youth Ambassadors 

It must be noted that there were severe limitations in the study around this assumption, as 

the majority of the schools involved did not have Youth Ambassadors. Further research, 

particularly as the programme is expanded, would be recommended.  

• Students involved in Youth Ambassador work had clearly developed skills for taking action 

on global poverty.  

• Students also demonstrated skills in critical thinking and the ability to challenge 

injustice.  

• There is considerable scope to expand the programme.  

Wider Programme 

• The team has been resilient in the face of the various restructures and has proved itself 

to be adaptive.  

• Oxfam has credibility linked to a respected brand.  

• The team has been successful in meeting campaign objectives, despite continual 

organisational change and restructuring.  

• Online resources are valued highly by teachers, and reach large numbers of teachers 

and young people. Videos received a particular mention as being short, well made and 

presented from the subjects‟ own point of view.  

• The team has established a number of successful partnerships for developing subject-

specific resources, including with NATE, the Young Lives Foundation, the Geographical 

Association, Think Global and the Nuffield Foundation.  

• Strong links have been established with the ASCL with a view to forging an official 

partnership.  

• The various restructures across the wider department in which the Education and Youth 

programme is housed in recent years have had a significant effect in many areas: for 

example, these restructures have led team members consistently to have to re-

evaluate their position and the programme’s aims.  
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• Building face-to-face trust with schools and teachers was mentioned by the team as an 

important aspect of its approach, and that tailored/bespoke work was particularly effective –

but this is being challenged by the recent reduction in the team’s capacity.  

1.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Whole School Approaches 

• Whole school approaches should continue to focus on providing schools with a clear 

framework for integrating global citizenship into whole school and class-based activities.  

• International partnerships with schools are highly effective at engaging school 

management, teachers and pupils in global citizenship and should be a key feature of any 

engagement with schools.  

• Oxfam speeches in schools are very effective at raising awareness of global citizenship 

issues and speaking tours could be introduced as an essential element of Oxfam‟s offer. 

Whole school approaches should further focus on Oxfam presence in schools for 

awareness-raising activities and supporting schools in termly and yearly events.  

• Face-to-face contact with teachers and school management is key to ensuring that an 

effective whole school approach is taken to global citizenship. The challenge has been how 

to ensure contact with a larger number of teachers with such a small team. Due to the limited 

capacity of the Education and Youth Programme team because of its size, it is suggested 

that the team could run a yearly global citizenship conference where teachers and school 

management are invited to learn about global citizenship, the best way to integrate global 

citizenship into the existing school curriculum and how to navigate available resources. 

There could be useful handouts available at such event, such as resource navigation tools, 

and a question and answer session. This would allow Oxfam to reach a greater number of 

teachers in a shorter amount of time.  

• Oxfam could potentially have a greater impact by focusing less on the Lead Schools 

approach, which may be burdensome for some schools, and more on providing a structured 

framework and guidance for a greater number of schools. It is understood that the Lead 

Schools programme was introduced to pilot whole-school approaches to be extended to a 

greater number of schools through the World Shapers programme. Further investigation of 

the newly introduced World Shapers programme is needed to fully evaluate the current 

programmatic approach.  

Classroom-based Activity 

• The team has established a number of successful partnerships for developing subject-

specific resources for geography, maths and English; resources could further be 

extended to other subjects and specific topic areas. Teachers could also perhaps be better 

signposted to subject-specific resources through a resource guidance document sent to a 

larger number of schools through direct contact or online portals.  

• Schools contacted directly as part of the education programme could also be given a 

resource navigation tool to help teachers navigate quickly and easily and access 

resources on Oxfam‟s website.  

Youth Ambassadors 

• This model could perhaps be rolled out in a greater number of schools with a more 

distinct focus on providing guidance for schools and young people as well as more 

opportunities for external links. Schools should be encouraged to allow pupil ownership of 

group activities. The education and youth team has been developing a model in recent 

months to ensure that the Youth Ambassadors model is further expanded to a greater 

number of schools.  
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• Oxfam should continue to make use of national and international contacts so that pupils 

can engage with the wider community, national-level decision-makers and international 

schools.  

Wider Programme 

Teachers sometimes feel overwhelmed by the volume of resources available to them. The 

Oxfam team could provide additional support in helping to signpost teachers to 

resources. Summary flow diagrams of problems and solutions could also help teachers to 

implement the use of resources, as it would save them time in understanding topics and 

therefore remove some of their preparation time.  

From a broader Oxfam management perspective, the team needs a period of stability in 

which to recreate its strategy and to focus on programme implementation, and also to 

undertake CPD opportunities. We would expect a full strategy document to link back to the 

theory of change, and to incorporate a comprehensive assessment of programme aims, 

outcomes and activities.  

There is a need for a more sophisticated communications strategy for targeting schools linked 

directly to the World Shapers strategy. The approach to schools has been piecemeal in the past 

and has varied according to changing objectives and internal restructures. This approach 

should be linked back to the strategy and should define numbers of schools, which schools 

are priorities, whether lead schools are the most appropriate use of the team‟s limited 

resources, and so forth.  

A monitoring, evaluation and learning strategy is needed urgently, along with data 

collection mechanisms. Capturing data is essential in order to be able to measure effectiveness 

in the future.  

Online resources appear to be the most important aspect of the Oxfam Education and Youth 

offer, and the area in which – in the face of limited resources – it is easiest for the team to 

provide support for schools. The team is unsure of exactly how these resources are being used, 

and could consider adding a short questionnaire which teachers are required to complete before 

downloading resources. A version of the fuller survey used for this research could also be 

added to the website, along with an incentive for teachers to complete it.  

Ideas from Schools for Additional Activities/Resources 

• Access to more topic-based resources at both primary and secondary level (and at the latter 

level, linking to broader subjects such as maths or design and technology).  

• Support for links into the local community and to wider world, including international links.  

• Direct communication with subject heads in order to direct them to subject/topic-based 

resources.  

• Greater resource availability targeted at primary schools – especially at Key Stage 1 – and at 

children with special educational needs.  

• More videos made from children‟s points of view.  

• Online games for primary level children.  

• Resources which teachers are able to adapt quickly, for example PowerPoints which can be 

adapted.  

• Training or guidance for navigation of Oxfam‟s website in order to be able to access 

resources quickly and easily.  

• Linking schools together into some kind of global citizenship network at which they can share 

„next practice‟, or new practices which schools are attempting to develop, the implementation 

of which can be supported by the sharing of information with other schools. 
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2 EVALUATION DESIGN 

2.1 APPROACH 

The evaluation took the form of a cross-sectional research study using a comparative case 

study approach, in order to assess Oxfam‟s added value at the interim stage of programme 

implementation. The evaluation assessed the extent to which targeted beneficiaries and duty 

bearers (educational practitioners) had changed their knowledge, attitudes and practices on 

targeted issues of global poverty linked to the effectiveness of programme activities. The case 

study approach also allowed us to gauge programme effectiveness of the interim outcomes 

from the stance of education practitioners.  

Case studies aimed primarily to asses the extent to which work with institutions (schools) and 

teachers is effectively changing students‟ knowledge and attitudes on global issues. This is 

based on the three assumptions taken from the theory of change, focusing on the three main 

areas of programme activities, namely whole school activities, classroom based learning and 

youth groups. The assumptions are as follows: 

• Effective partnerships with schools through the programme leads to whole school 

approaches. Whole school approaches to global citizenship ensure that young people 

develop values and attitudes to overcoming global poverty and provide education 

practitioners with the tools for integrating global citizenship education into the curriculum.  

• Classroom based activities/resources ensure that teachers are more able to deliver global 

citizenship learning. Teachers engaging with and using resources have the institutional time 

and space to use them. Resources produced are useful to teachers.  

• The encouragement of youth action in schools through Youth Ambassadors leads to the 

development of skills for taking action on global poverty among young people. The Youth 

Ambassador Group model is an effective way of skills building and the development of 

attitudes and values regarding global poverty.  

These assumptions will lead to the following outcomes in the short term: 

• Educationalists are more willing, committed and capable of delivering global citizenship 

education.  

• More schools apply a whole school approach to global citizenship.  

These short term outcomes will have the following effects on young people in the medium to 

long term: 

1. Young people develop knowledge and understanding of global poverty including of: social 

justice and equity; diversity; globalisation and interdependence; sustainable development; 

and peace and conflict.  

2. Young people develop skills for taking action on global poverty including: critical thinking; 

ability to argue effectively; ability to challenge injustice and inequality; respect for people 

and things; and cooperation and conflict resolution.  

3. Young people develop values and attitudes to support overcoming global poverty including: 

sense of identity and self-esteem; empathy; commitment to social justice and equity; value 

and respect for diversity; commitment to sustainable development; believing that people can 

make a difference.  

4. Young people plan and lead their own contributions to Oxfam campaigns.  
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Qualitative data was collected through individual interviews with project staff and key 

stakeholders in three programme areas, namely teaching staff, as well as through focus group 

discussions with programme beneficiaries.  

Data collection was carried out using the following methods: 

• Interviews with Oxfam‟s Education and Youth programme staff 

• Interviews with teachers, heads and deputy heads in each of the five case study schools 

• Focus groups with young people 

 

2.2 DATA COLLECTION 

Qualitative Case Studies 

Individual Interviews with Teaching Staff 

Interviews documented school characteristics, including whether a whole school approach is 

taken, how global citizenship is promoted at the school and at classroom level, the school ethos 

and values, and teacher activities and attitudes.  

Focus Group Discussions 

Discussions focused on the types of relevant activities with which young people have engaged 

through the school in order to identify whether there is a difference between the types of 

schools and the approaches they take to global citizenship. Information was also gathered 

regarding other external influences in order to isolate the work of Oxfam Education and Youth 

and other global citizenship initiatives; young people‟s attitudes are also influenced by exposure 

to global citizenship and poverty in the wider community and at home.  

Quantitative Surveys 

Teacher surveys sent through Think Global and Oxfam‟s mailing list aimed to evaluate 

programme activities regarding global citizenship at the school and classroom level, with a 

focus on resource use. Questions focused on Oxfam‟s relative positioning, value added and 

whether Oxfam is achieving scale in its activities. Due to the lack of baseline and current 

monitoring data, we were unable to examine fully the extent to which work with institutions 

(schools) and teachers is effectively changing students attitudes on global issues. Analysis 

undertaken of responses received can be found in Appendix 2.  

2.3 SAMPLING 

Three schools were selected that were engaged with Oxfam‟s global citizenship programme, 

along with two comparator schools, one primary and one secondary. The secondary school had 

been initially contacted by Oxfam, but had subsequently disengaged before full action plans 

were developed. The primary school was selected independently of any Oxfam activities on the 

basis of a comparable location and intake. It is important to note that there were few lead 

schools from which to select case studies. Due to the limited sample size, comparisons between 

best practice and disengaged schools have been made on the basis of just two comparator 

schools.  
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Sampling School 

Name 

Primary/ 

Secondary 

September 

2013 pupil 

numbers 

% pupils 

eligible for 

FSM 2013 

% pupils 

taking FSM 

2013 

Comparator 

school 

Tetherdown 

School, 

Haringey 

Primary 420 2.4% 2.1% 

Comparator 

school 

St Mary 

Magdalene 

Academy, 

Islington 

Secondary 1,145 26.2% 23.3% 

Newly 

engaged 

school 

Rhodes 

Avenue, 

Haringey 

Primary 483 4.5% 4.5% 

Newly 

engaged 

school 

Deptford 

Green 

School, 

Lewisham 

Secondary 1,100 40.4% 25.6% 

Engaged 

school 

Sir John 

Lawes, 

Harpenden, 

Herts 

Secondary 928 5.1% 5.1% 

 

2.4 LIMITATIONS 

Distinct limitations were encountered in the course of the research with respect to time available 

to conduct a wider quantitative survey, school availability and programme documentation, as 

follows: 

• A quantitative survey was written and sent via Oxfam‟s current teacher contact list.  Minimal 

responses were received and were insufficient to enable statistical tests. It was also hoped 

that the survey would be administered through SchoolZone. Survey questions, however, 

conflicted with research currently being conducted by SchoolZone, meaning that they were 

unable to run the evaluation survey. Analysis of those responses received is therefore 

provided as an appendix only in the current report.  

• There was limited time to contact schools and arrange school visits for qualitative data 

collection. The Easter and bank holidays further limited time available to visit schools, 

followed by the exam period, limiting the availability of both teachers and pupils for interview. 

Several of the interviews conducted were very short due to the limited availability of 

teachers.  

• Tetherdown, which was one of the comparator schools, was uncomfortable about running 

focus groups with pupils given their age (it was a primary school). We therefore had to rely 

on staff views about pupils‟ knowledge, skills and attitudes in this school.  

• Programme documentation provided by Oxfam was limited and no information regarding the 

World Shapers programme was provided. This was linked to the various restructures and a 

lack of documentary history.  

The evaluation provides a light touch evaluation of the impacts of Oxfam‟s work in several 

schools across London and the South East. Further research would need to be conducted to 

fully evaluate resource usage and the external perception of Oxfam‟s work across the UK.  
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3 THE EDUCATION AND 
YOUTH PROGRAMME 

3.1 CONTEXT 

The national curriculum review gave schools increased freedoms to design their own wider 

school curricula, while ensuring that children receive a core education in key subjects. A 

distinction was, therefore, made between the national curriculum and the school curriculum.
1
 

The new national curriculum, introduced in September 2013, is due to take effect in schools in 

September 2014. Core subjects under the national curriculum are English, mathematics and 

science, with nine further foundation subjects (art and design; design and technology; 

geography; history; information and communication technology; music; modern foreign 

languages; physical education; and citizenship).
2
 Citizenship under the national curriculum 

places a focus on the UK‟s political and legal systems and the role of voluntary organisations, 

and is a compulsory subject at secondary level.
3
 Citizenship is, however, non-statutory at 

primary level. 
4
 In addition to the British legal and political systems, international relations and 

governance, human rights and diversity are taught at Key Stage 4.
5
 Personal, social and health 

education (PSHE) features as a non-statutory subject, and comprises teaching programmes 

that include relationships, health and well-being, and the wider world.
6
 

The Government has actively encouraged primary and secondary schools to become 

academies, and has taken the position that greater curriculum flexibility at the school level 

promotes quality education.
7
 In January 2014, academies and free schools comprised 18.1% of 

all mainstream state-funded schools, with a total of 3,787 academies and free schools 

nationwide.
8
 Academies and free schools, which have been steadily growing in numbers, are 

not obliged to follow the set national curriculum and may therefore have increased flexibility in 

incorporating global learning into their planning.
9
 

The Department for International Development‟s (DFID) 2013 Global Learning Programme aims 

to cover half of all schools in the UK by 2017, educating pupils about global trade, security, 

sustainability and development.
10

 The programme takes a whole school approach to global 

learning, with a focus on the curriculum as well as the wider school environment.
11

 Specific 

guidance on incorporating global aspects into the existing curriculum is provided for schools and 

teachers, including subject-specific support that helps develop pupils‟ knowledge of 

globalisation, poverty reduction, development and sustainability.
12

 

A number of school-based initiatives aiming to promote global learning and action on global 

poverty have been introduced. These include the Think Global schools network and the 

Connecting Classrooms initiative.
13

 

The Think Global initiative has engaged approximately 3,000 children and 100,000 teachers 

through its global issues education programme.
1415

 Think Global runs the Global Dimension 

website, which provides resources for teachers to incorporate aspects of global learning into 

their teaching.
16

 Global citizenship itself features as one of the eight „key concepts‟ to be 

integrated into the curriculum alongside conflict resolution; diversity; human rights; 

interdependence; social justice; sustainable development; and values and perceptions.
17

 

The British Council‟s International School Award was introduced to accredit global learning in 

schools. The award supports schools in their integration of global learning into the school 

curriculum.
18

 Partnerships with international schools are further offered through the Connecting 
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Classrooms initiative, which provides funding of £1,500 to schools to enable teacher visits to 

partner schools abroad.
19

 In the academic year 2012/2013 570 schools formed new 

international partnerships through Connecting Classrooms,
20

 and over 5,200 schools globally 

have been engaged in the programme since its inception in 2006.
21

 

The 33 Development Education Centres (DECs) further provide global learning and 

development education across the UK. Support for schools and teachers includes work 

programmes for young people; teacher training and workshops; global learning resources; talks; 

and learning programmes for schools. DECs additionally provide guidance for schools regarding 

the integration of global learning across all subjects in the curriculum.
22

 

UNICEF works with schools across the UK on a number of global learning initiatives, including 

the Rights Respecting Schools Award, aiming to ensure that schools adopt a child‟s rights 

approach, and Day for Change, which teaches pupils about educational opportunities around 

the world as well as providing fundraising resources 
23

 The Schools Campaigns Network further 

engages schools and pupils in campaigning and fundraising activities for children deprived of an 

education around the world.
24

 

 

3.2 PROGRAMME BACKGROUND AND 

APPROACH 

3.2.1  Internal and External Context 

The Education and Youth Programme has been subject to a number of restructures in recent 

years. The impact of this on overall programme approaches, according to one of the team 

members, has been „huge‟, the respondent noting that they‟ve „had to adapt and evolve 

approaches to suit strategy‟. Internal tensions have also raised challenges, for example with 

WaterWeek: this „had financial targets and there was a tension with that – income for Oxfam 

versus education‟. With the WaterWeek project-related challenges, „what resolved a lot of 

issues was clarity from senior management about relationship ownership‟.
25

 

The team's response to the changing internal landscape, and its level of adaptation, was felt to 

have been impressive. One staff member noted that, despite the challenges: „There has been 

renewed recognition of support for [the] value of our work; it‟s been a development year, rather 

than delivery, but we have delivered. ‟ Team members now hope for a period of relative stability: 

„I look forward to a period where we have a number of years where we can actually say: this is 

what we want to do, how we‟ll do it and what we want [the] results to be.‟
26

 

The external landscape has also been challenging in terms of multiple actors in schools and the 

changing education sector. One team member noted that they‟re „working in a crowded 

landscape – teachers and schools are really crowded out with a lot of different demands; 

Oxfam‟s voice might not be the loudest‟. Shifting external landscapes have also been a 

challenge, with one staff member noting that they‟ve „had to go back more to the kind of 

approaches from 2008 which were trying to hit the core of the curriculum, rather than what was 

around the edges of it – it‟s a work in progress‟. According to another member of the team, 

however, „we‟ve really got to grips with how the whole school sector has changed‟.
27

 

3.2.2  Overall Approach 

The Education and Youth Programme team approach has changed in recent years to one 

providing more proactive support for schools. One staff member noted that „years ago, much of 
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our work was more reactive, responding to school requests‟. The work tends now to be driven 

more by outcomes than by responding to requests from schools. It was recognised that an 

appropriate balance needs to be struck, taking into account resource limitations, between what 

can be done directly and what can be done remotely: „We need to strike that balance because 

we want to do both.‟
28

 

The current approach further places a greater focus on teachers and decision makers as a 

gateway to reaching young people. Viewing schools as partners is also an important part of the 

team‟s approach, one team member noting that they‟re „not doing this “to” people, but “with” 

them; they have a right to define what their interests are‟.
29

 

One of the outcomes of the team restructuring has been a move to resolve tension between a 

number of competing factors: for example, whether the focus is on qualitative or quantitative 

outcomes; and whether the beneficiaries are principally schools/the education sector or young 

people. One team member noted that „making all that match up is a work in progress‟. There 

has also been a focus on more succinctly defining global citizenship. One staff member noted 

that global citizenship as a concept is „a bit fluffy – it can be implemented in so many ways…it‟s 

a broad category and it manifests itself in practice with different emphases‟.
30

 

3.2.3  Aims and Outcomes 

Oxfam‟s 2013–14 Education and Youth PIP outlines six programme outcomes, as follows:
31

 

1. Young people develop knowledge and understanding of global poverty.  

2. Young people develop skills for taking action on global poverty.  

3. Young people develop values and attitudes to support overcoming global poverty.  

4. Young people plan and lead their own contributions to Oxfam campaigns.  

5. Educationalists are more willing, committed and capable of delivering global citizenship 

education.  

6. More schools apply a whole school approach to global citizenship.  

Outcomes specifically related to the Global Learning Project, funded by DFID, are as follows:
32

 

1. School senior management teams identify how, and then choose, to use development 

education to support school improvement and enhance the overall performance of their 

school as part of the wider curriculum.  

2. Teachers in England's schools successfully assess their needs for development education 

resources and locate the right resources to use to improve their use of development 

education to add to their subject teaching.  

3. School networks incorporate development education into continuous professional 

development programmes for teachers and senior management teams.  

4. Development education practitioners have evidence of which approaches in development 

education successfully achieve learning outcomes for students at Key Stages 2 and 3 in the 

wider curriculum.  

The wider aims and goals of the Oxfam Education team campaigns have shifted in the last few 

years due to various restructures. One team member noted that the „whole strategy and aims 

[have] been in the process of evolution and revolution over the last five years because of 

different restructures; activities have evolved as well – sometimes strategies change and we 

have to reshape activities that are already happening.‟
33

 

The current ambition is to „develop young people‟s competencies, skills, knowledge and values 

in relation to global citizenship‟. According to one member of the team, „the global learning 

programme set the agenda for global learning in schools – we realised that we needed to be at 
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the table influencing it, and be a key player in that consortium shaping that agenda – and being 

able to position our offer to schools smartly and in that context‟.
34

 

One of the Oxfam Education team questioned whether the focus was on qualitative outcomes or 

on quantitative ones: 

„We‟ve been expected to contribute X thousand participants towards broader social actions, but 

it‟s more qualitative now.‟ 

Income has been a more recent priority, as „we have to bring in our own now‟. This has had 

major implications in strategy development, according to the team.  

Overall, the fit between the programme aims and its activities was said to be quite strong „If you 

look at what we‟re doing in more indirect, remote aspects – [the] internet and so on – it fits 

well… We‟ve taken the time to look at our logframe to ensure what we do supports our impacts.‟ 

3.2.4  Theory of Change
35

 

 

Oxfam’s mission Oxfam‟s vision is a just world without poverty. Oxfam envisions a world in 

which people can influence decisions that affect their lives, enjoy their 

rights, and assume their responsibilities as full citizens of a world in 

which all human beings are valued and treated equally. Oxfam is part of 

a global movement for change, one that empowers people to create a 

future that is secure, just, and free from poverty.  

Impact • Young people in the UK increase pro-poor behaviour and attitudes 

and play an active part in Oxfam’s movement of supporters in the UK.  

• Young people in the UK receive an education that supports their 

development as active global citizens.  

Outcomes  

Short to medium 

term 

1. Educationalists are more willing, committed and capable of delivering 

global citizenship education.  

2. More schools apply a whole school approach to global citizenship.  

Outcomes 

Medium to long 

term 

1. Young people develop knowledge and understanding of global 

poverty: including of social justice and equity; diversity; 

globalisation and interdependence; sustainable development; and 

peace and conflict.  

2. Young people develop skills for taking action on global poverty: 

Including critical thinking; ability to argue effectively; ability to 

challenge injustice and inequality; respect for people and things; and 

cooperation and conflict resolution.  

3. Young people develop values and attitudes to support 

overcoming global poverty: Including sense of identity and self-

esteem; empathy; commitment to social justice and equity; value 

and respect for diversity; commitment to sustainable development; 

believing that people can make a difference.  

4. Young people plan and lead their own contributions to Oxfam 

campaigns.  

Assumptions • Effective partnerships with schools through the programme leads to 

whole school approaches. Whole school approaches to global 

citizenship ensure that young people develop values and attitudes to 

overcoming global poverty and provide education practitioners with 

the tools for integrating global citizenship education into the 

curriculum.  

• Classroom based activities/resources ensure that teachers are more 

able to deliver global citizenship learning. Teachers engaging with 
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and using resources have the institutional time and space to use 

them. Resources produced are useful to teachers.  

• The encouragement of youth action in schools through Youth 

Ambassadors leads to the development of skills for taking action on 

global poverty among young people. The Youth Ambassador Group 

model is an effective way of skills building and the development of 

attitudes and values regarding global poverty.  

Outputs Strategies and activities 

• Whole school activities: Partner and Lead Schools programme 

supporting whole school approaches to global citizenship, including 

campaigns.  

• Classroom based learning: online teacher resources.  

• Youth Groups: supporting Youth Action in English schools (Youth 

Ambassador Groups).  

Problem The UK public needs to be actively engaged and motivated to tackle 

global social injustice in order for Oxfam to build successfully a global 

movement for overcoming poverty. Youth engagement is key and young 

people need to be supported in their formal education environment so 

that they are able to develop knowledge and understanding of global 

poverty and are able to develop skills, values and attitudes to support 

efforts to tackle global poverty.  

 

3.3 PROGRAMME DELIVERY 

3.3.1  Scale and Reach 

The size of the team has decreased as part of the ongoing structural changes. This has led to 

various challenges, including how to build trust when the level of face-to-face contact has been 

cut in half: „there are seven of us, so how do we build the face-to-face trust? We‟ve got some 

smart ways of working on it, but it‟s a challenge.‟ Another team member noted that the „teachers 

are doing the global citizenship work – we‟re not; the challenge is how with limited resources we 

can be that critical friend who brings these teachers and their young people to that higher 

potential‟. Given the size of the team, it was suggested that reach through website and 

communications – set against comparable organisations – has been good; as has the level of 

face-to-face contact, given the limited capacity.
36

 

The team has also lacked capacity to explore new projects sufficiently: „when we had a larger 

team, you‟d say “yes” to something to explore its potential. Projects led to significantly [more] 

positive outcomes…We had more capacity to scope things out and learn when to say no, 

maybe, or dive straight in.‟ The team changes have further had implications for future 

approaches: „as our team has reduced capacity, it‟s increasingly the case… [that] maybe [we 

need to provide] better support around generic principles which other people can apply, rather 

than us applying them‟. There is a lot of positivity around the potential of World Shapers in 

terms of finding an appropriate balance between scale and reach: „we‟ve had so many shifts 

and could be more streamlined and efficient to reach a greater number through the World 

Shapers programme. Face-to-face support has diminished, but through World Shapers we‟ll 

increase it because we‟ll get income from schools.‟
37

 

The team has found new ways of working with existing organisations, such as the Youth 

Ambassador partnership with the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme, which is including the 

Youth Ambassador scheme as part of its volunteering activity: „their network and brand and 

their reach is massive‟. Reach has often extended beyond the immediate projects and 
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programmes with which the team is involved: „We had about 13,000 youths writing to their MPs 

and had seven or eight MP meetings between young people and their MPs. A group went to the 

FCO to brief the FCO Minister.‟
38

 

3.3.2  Relationships with Schools and Teachers 

Face-to-face relationships with teachers have been found to be key. One team member 

reported that „what really worked was those face-to-face relationships with schools where we 

achieved some really high level global citizenship outcomes through sustained project work‟. 

Good relationships with schools generally seemed to breed success, with one team member 

noting that „success in one area leads to other departments and other teachers coming on 

board and wanting to do things.‟
39

 

An evident challenge was found to be the limited time that teachers have to engage with 

external programmes. Teachers are on the whole very busy and may be contacted by Oxfam 

regarding activities that don‟t necessarily „align with their priorities‟. According to one of the 

team members, teachers have varying expectations of their interactions with Oxfam, some 

teachers and schools having „unrealistic expectations‟ about what can be done. One team 

member noted that the team is „good at building relationships with teachers [but] less good at 

saying “no” quickly enough‟. Resources were said to be key to securing initial relationships with 

teachers. Oxfam staff felt that their own previous experience as teachers was a strength of the 

programme team.
40

 

Relationships with the school leadership team were found to be crucial for programme success. 

According to one team member, the „most fragile thing you can do is you get the great teacher 

who‟ll put a lot of energy into working for you [and] then they get sick, leave, or have a baby, 

and it all stops, so the leadership team is so important‟. A solid evidence base is also needed to 

demonstrate that programmes meet schools‟ core goals and values.
41

 

3.3.3  Communications 

It was generally felt that the team‟s expertise allowed the programme to engage effectively with 

young people. Resources developed for pupils were said to be „very good‟ and the team was 

said to „understand young people and that audience‟. There was, however, said to be a need for 

a more „sophisticated‟ communications strategy in order to better identify future partner schools. 

One team member suggested that the team „need to work on our comms so we more clearly 

identify the sorts of schools where doing this sort of work is valued.‟
42

 

A full communications plan for the World Shapers programme has been adjusted following 

various restructures. One team member noted that the initial plan was to „promote it nationally 

but we‟re now looking at a more localised “sales” approach [as] we can‟t promote it across the 

country; the restructure has taken away our regional capacity‟. The team is in discussions with 

headteacher associations to help promote the package and to sell it to other headteachers.
43

 

3.3.4  Project Complexity 

One of the team members interviewed suggested that programme delivery could be streamlined 

by simplifying projects. The respondent suggested, however, that there is a strength to 

complexity and the level of demand in engaging high level practitioners; one solution might be 

to have a mix of different levels of complexity in projects, with „lighter touch‟ projects for 

teachers who are constrained in terms of their available time and resources.
44
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3.4 PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES 

The Education and Youth Programme has introduced a number of initiatives to meet intended 

outcomes, including:
45

 

• the recruitment, training and support of school speaker volunteers who deliver Oxfam‟s 

Sparks Action Programme; 

• supporting Youth Action in English schools; 

• the provision of opportunities for young people to engage and take action with Oxfam 

through initiatives such as Message in a Book and Water Week; and 

• delivering a communications and marketing strategy that focuses on developing a better 

understanding of audiences and learning from this to inform communications.  

Details of major programme initiatives, including Lead Schools, whole school approaches, Youth 

Ambassadors, website resources and new projects are detailed in the following section.  

3.4.1  Lead Schools 

Lead School activities are focused on all aspects of the school environment, encompassing 

school governance, the curriculum, pupil leadership, extra-curricular activities, staff 

development, work skills and the local community.
46

 Partnerships are founded on the basis of 

complementary purpose and added value; mutual respect for values and beliefs; clarity on 

roles, responsibilities and decision making; transparency and accountability; and commitment 

and flexibility.
47

 The expected outcomes for each of the programme areas are outlined on the 

next page.
48
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School 

environment 

Outcome to be achieved 

School governance Staff, pupils and governors are aware of the focus on values and 

principles of global citizenship within the school 

The local community is aware of the school‟s support for global 

citizenship principles 

Curriculum Pupils are aware of a range of global issues and how they relate to 

their learning. Pupils develop skills for active participation, linked to 

the media, local community and political engagement 

Pupils recognise the meaning and value of global citizenship learning 

as preparation for life 

Pupil leadership Pupils help drive active global citizenship activities within the school 

Pupils recognise their potential agency to make change on local and 

global issues. The school is a democratic space which promotes 

participation 

Extra-curricula 

activities 

Pupils deepen their involvement and interest in global citizenship 

issues. Global citizenship is a prominent part of school life 

Pupils understand and demonstrate the values underpinning global 

citizenship in their relationships at school 

Staff development Participatory and critical pedagogical approaches are used within the 

school. Staff recognise global citizenship as a meaningful 

development opportunity 

Staff across the school can bring local and global issues into lessons 

and use outcome-based projects to link subject learning 

Work skills Pupils are aware of and may pursue careers in the third sector. 

Pupils recognise the value of active global citizenship skills for life 

The local community The whole community, including parents and local groups, value the 

importance of global citizenship. It is a lens through which the school 

and community creates better and more sustained links 

 

The Oxfam Global Citizenship School Audit Tool was designed to assist schools in evaluating 

the extent to which global citizenship is embedded into school activities as well as the extent to 

which schools actively promote global citizenship across the whole school.
49

 Activities are 

evaluated against Oxfam‟s Core Competencies of Global Citizenship, grouped under the 

categories of knowledge and understanding, skills and values and attitudes.
50

 

 

Knowledge and 

understanding 

• Social justice and equity 

• Diversity 

• Globalisation and 

interdependence 

• Sustainable development 

• Peace and conflict 

Skills 

• Critical thinking 

• Ability to argue effectively 

• Ability to challenge 

injustice and inequality 

• Respect for people and 

things 

• Cooperation and conflict 

resolution 

Values and attitudes 

• Sense of identity and self-

esteem 

• Empathy 

• Commitment to social 

justice and equity 

• Value and respect for 

diversity 

• Commitment to 

sustainable development 

• Believing that people can 

make a difference 
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The team‟s impression of the Lead Schools approach is that they are effective, but time 

intensive, with one team member commenting that „whether [they are the most] cost effective is 

a challenge‟. It is also important to note that Lead Schools have had different drivers for their 

adoption of whole school approaches to global citizenship. It was noted that if there‟s not a pre-

existing global ethos within the school, „it won‟t stick‟.
51

 

3.4.2  Whole School Approaches 

The near unanimous experience in the global learning sector, according to one Oxfam staff 

member, is that „these things always achieve more if embedded as part of a whole school 

approach‟. The team looked for schools that were already adopting whole school approaches to 

global citizenship, one team member noting that „we didn‟t really know what it meant on the 

ground – only theoretically – so we went in to see and develop it and create a model‟. It was 

also noted that the most responsive schools may have already been adopting a whole school 

approach, one staff member commenting that „you could argue that the lead schools were 

already using a whole school approach, but we helped to embed and enhance it‟. Working with 

Oxfam‟s programme team was said to provide schools with a more „refined way of working‟ and 

providing a „holistic framework‟.
52

 

Interest in whole school approaches is gauged through informal conversations, documentation 

reviews and short-term programme adoption. One staff member commented that „I‟d want to set 

a target and if it were totally ignored, and no reason for resetting it, I‟d assume they‟d done 

something else – it‟s what they do, not say, that counts‟. In terms of knowing which schools are 

interested in this approach, the „proof‟s in the pudding, to some extent – the head is the most 

important stakeholder‟. Senior management buy-in was therefore found to be very important in 

schools‟ adoption of a whole school approach.
53

 

3.4.3  Youth Ambassadors 

The Youth Ambassadors initiative engages secondary school students in global learning and 

promotes skills development in leadership, organisation, time management and creativity. Youth 

Ambassadors are encouraged to develop skills by working towards the Youth Ambassadors‟ 

badge.
54

 Badges are awarded by teachers based on the successful demonstration of three key 

skills: leadership, active participation and voice.
55

 Though students are encouraged to elect their 

own activities, Oxfam provides structured support through online materials and the Calendar of 

Action, which provides a guide for learning throughout the year related to specific international 

days including World Water Day and the National Youth Film Festival.
56

 Youth Ambassador 

Groups replaced Youth Action Groups. 

Team members felt that the Youth Ambassadors programme has been effective; it was equally 

recognised that this was „slightly anecdotal‟ due to the limited monitoring and evaluation 

systems in place. Staff did, however, report some positive feedback. In terms of impact on 

pupils, „young people come on and develop confidence and have a stake in the world‟. Young 

people have learned new skills in terms of political literacy (engaging with elected 

representatives), as well as media and communications skills. The initiative was further said to 

provide pupils with ownership of actions as well as independence. There were different views 

among the team as to whether Youth Ambassadors had the greatest impact on skills or values. 

One team member noted, „my hunch is that skills and confidence are its biggest contribution; 

values reinforce and help develop values, but there‟s a limit to how much it can do – in many 

ways, it builds on values that are already there […] I don‟t want to over-claim what we can do on 

values‟.
57

 

Regarding impact on teachers, the Youth Ambassadors programme was also said to provide 

teachers with an opportunity to expand students‟ capabilities. One staff member noted that 

„when you‟re encouraging them to project manage, it brings out things the teacher doesn‟t see 

in a normal classroom environment‟. The success of the Youth Ambassadors programme was 
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also found to be constrained by teachers in some instances. One respondent noted that „if the 

teacher has a didactic style, things can be a little controlled‟.
58

 

It was finally noted that Youth Ambassador groups are run at the school level, with distanced 

guidance from the programme team. One team member noted that „the biggest issue is that 

we‟re not the mediators, but teachers and other adults‟. The Oxfam team has tried to mitigate 

risk by „providing good steer with resources‟. It was felt that it might be too early to say how well 

the team has created a structure around Youth Ambassadors.
59

 

3.4.4  Website Resources 

Resources available to teachers include global citizenship guides; fundraising packages; 

classroom based lessons; and a wide variety of topic-based material on a range of global 

issues. It was felt that the team did not sufficiently understand how website resources are used. 

In terms of volume, however, they appear to be accessed by a large number of teachers: „I think 

we‟re reaching an immense number of people at a level we find difficult to quantify because 

download figures are pretty massive. If you look at, for example, the guide to global 

citizenship… it gets large numbers of downloads and people request paper copies. If people are 

reading and implementing it, then our impact is vast.‟
60

 

According to one team member, „one thing everybody says is, “your website is amazing” […] we 

should ask what‟s amazing about it‟. Another suggested that „[it‟s] reasonable to assume [the 

resources are] helping deliver our aims, but we need more evidence‟. The website was said to 

be „engaging, a bit different – kids enjoy activities‟.
61

 

One of the team suggested that the website is „a key aspect for us to achieve reach and scale, 

and there‟s challenges around moving that to a new platform, and making sure it‟s working well. 

You lose a huge chunk of your audience when you do that and need to ensure that links work‟.
62

 

3.4.5  New projects 

The team has worked intensively with lead schools to prototype the approach to charging 

schools for consultancy time and the areas in which it might be delivered, for example 

continuing professional development (CPD). They have reportedly not yet been able to gauge 

the impact of this new approach.
63

 

The implementation of World Shapers has been delayed by the most recent restructure. One 

staff member noted that going forward, „a lot of time will be taken up with World Shaper 

consultancy with members of leadership teams and key teachers; we expected that to begin in 

October, but World Shapers was put on ice and formally launches again next week‟. World 

Shapers is, according to another „a paid-for package and it needs to be tested – will they put 

their money where their mouth is?‟
64
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3.5 MEASUREMENT AND IMPACT 

3.5.1  Feedback Mechanisms and Measurement 

Robust monitoring and evaluation mechanisms have not yet been established following the 

most recent restructure. According to one team member, feedback mechanisms need to be 

quantified with the changes in the restructure because these have been „many and various 

[and] we need to tidy it up‟. Some information is collated regarding activities undertaken by 

young people gaining the Youth Ambassadors badge. Lead schools also provide end of year 

feedback, although one team member suggested that it is a „constant conversation‟ with lead 

schools and that there is „no formal feedback process‟. Website resources further have a 

comments feature in order to enable feedback.
65

 

It was noted overall, however, that the team have „yet to collect any real data‟. Another staff 

member noted that „if you think of our offer as a pyramid – at the bottom there‟s thousands of 

teachers using our resources, but we don‟t know who they are; at the top are the few lead 

schools – the middle part of the pyramid is a weakness for us [and] that‟s where the feedback 

should come from‟. Measurement of impact in fact appears to be a challenge across 

programmes. With the Youth Ambassadors Groups, for example, it was noted that it‟s „a 

challenge to capture what they‟re doing if they‟re working at arm‟s length; it may reinforce our 

values, but not be too close to Oxfam‟s agenda at that time‟. The level of activities that are 

being delivered remotely makes it hard to judge the impact, according to one team member: 

„Measuring that is a challenge – we‟ve looked at pupil assessments and surveys, but it‟s not 

easy‟. The shifting goal posts attributed to the restructure have also made it „harder than it 

should be to measure ourselves against something.‟
66

 

3.5.2  Overall Impact and Effectiveness 

Team members varied in the extent to which they believe the programme has demonstrated 

overall impact and effectiveness. One respondent commented that „we punch massively above 

our weight… It‟s a small team and our output is prolific‟. Areas of particular effectiveness, 

according to the team, have included delivery of resources and meeting campaign objectives. 

Tailored, bespoke work, according to one of the team, has worked particularly well and is of the 

greatest value.
67

 

As noted above, however, an overall evaluation of impact and effectiveness has been 

challenging. It was noted that the team provides resources but is not necessarily able to know 

from current data what effect those resources have on shaping students‟ skills and knowledge 

due to the lack of data collected. In terms of net benefit, it was felt that schools also often have 

„multiple partners‟ making it difficult to measure direct impact. Restructures have further limited 

effectiveness, with one team member noting that „effectiveness has been limited because of the 

constant internal changes in Oxfam; we would have achieved more if we didn‟t have to 

restructure every year‟.
68
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4 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS 

The following section provides a brief background to the case study schools as well as an 

overview of in-school initiatives relating to whole school approaches, classroom resources and 

Youth Ambassadors. A brief analysis is given for each case study regarding the extent to which 

assumptions have been met. Full case study analysis can be found in Appendix 3. 

4.1 DEPTFORD GREEN 

Deptford Green secondary school in Lewisham, South East London, has 1,100 pupils (as of 

September 2013), 40.4% of which were eligible for Free School Meals (FSM) and 25.6% of 

which took FSM. The school has been subject to special measures since its Ofsted inspection 

in 2013, in which it was rated „inadequate‟. There were, however, strengths in students‟ English 

and the integration of students with disabilities or special educational needs into the school. 

Pupils were also found to be „courteous and polite‟.
69

 In March 2014, the school was found to be 

making progress towards the removal of special measures.
70

 

The school has a strong underlying ethos of global learning, dating back to its specialised status 

of humanities and citizenship teaching, and actively takes opportunities to promote global 

citizenship. Approaches to global citizenship are integrated into school activities based on „a 

cycle of calendars‟, with particular events, such as Refugee Week, held at set times in the 

academic year. Citizenship was found to be „integral to the school curriculum‟, with different 

year groups, from Year 7 upwards, undertaking set projects based around global learning. In 

addition to integration in the curriculum, the school follows the International Baccalaureate (IB) 

programme which, it was felt, has „engendered in the students, particularly sixth formers and 

pupils who aspire to be sixth formers, global citizenship.‟
71

 

Interest among staff interviewed for teaching global citizenship and/or about global poverty was 

found to be high. Initiatives such as the international link with St Kizito School in Kampala were 

said to encourage teachers, and teacher involvement generally was found to reflect high 

interest levels. Further school activities have included visiting speakers from Save the Children, 

student community engagement and fundraising, and active student campaigning, for example, 

the Year II sweatshop campaign.
72

 

Global citizenship is also integrated into classroom activities across a range of subjects, 

principally, English, design and technology, geography, religious education, maths, science, 

citizenship and transition (Year 7 humanities and English).
73

 However, time restrictions were 

noted in terms of time available for teachers to plan and integrate global learning into the 

curriculum. In addition to taking part in in-school activities, it was found that young people at 

Deptford Green were also regularly involved in activities outside of school.
74

 Pupils have, for 

example, been involved in fund-raising for Haiti, Red Nose Day and Sport Relief. 

Assumption 1: Whole School Approaches 

Deptford Green school has a long history of working with external agencies to promote global 

citizenship through speaker events and supporting both whole school and classroom-based 

activities. At present, Oxfam is the main partner agency working with the school on global 

citizenship. Initiatives introduced as a result of this partnership have included a food security 

project and making toys out of reusable products for sustainability teaching, an element that 

was integrated into the initial action plan. It was felt that Oxfam‟s „various keynote speeches 

have raised awareness, particularly around food security for the What If campaign‟. One staff 

member further commented on the food security project, noting that „we couldn‟t have done that 
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without Oxfam – well we could have, but they gave us a really good knowledge base‟. In 

addition to support offered with resources, one staff member reported that the planning and 

auditing tools provided by Oxfam were useful to analyse both delivery and effectiveness of 

global citizenship learning.
75

 

These initiatives offered a clear contribution to the school's already well-established whole 

school approaches to global citizenship learning. Considered altogether, the whole school 

approaches adopted were found to impact on young people‟s knowledge, values and attitudes, 

particularly those pupils who have had contact with pupils from schools in other countries. One 

staff member noted that „those pupils will speak very powerfully about how they‟ve changed 

their values and perceptions‟.
76

 Focus group discussions indicated that the main issues that 

were important to pupils were poverty in Africa, homelessness, war, global warming, the 

difference between rich and poor countries and availability of resources.
77

 This translated into 

direct action by pupils. For example, a citizenship class project on sweatshops fed back into 

whole school approaches and local community engagement when the pupils involved presented 

their research to every assembly in the school and met with the managers of the local Primark. 

There is limited evidence regarding the relationship between whole school approaches and the 

tools developed by education practitioners to integrate global citizenship into the curriculum. 

Staff observed a non-tangible underlying culture of the school as a result of the whole school 

focus on global citizenship: „I‟d say that maybe subconsciously that‟s filtered down into the 

beliefs and understanding and knowledge of our students.‟
78

 Benefiting from this broader 

context, education practitioners used and developed a wide range of resources for classroom-

based activities. Given the school focus on local community engagement as part of the global 

citizenship ethos, some practitioners expressed an interest in extending the partnership with 

Oxfam to include resources that supported engagement with local community issues. 

Assumption 2: Classroom Resources 

Education practitioners at Deptford Green school have utilised Oxfam resources across a wide 

range of subjects, for example, supporting the geography department with their Can the World 

Cope project in conjunction with the Geographical Association. In general, resources were 

found to be relevant, but would always need to be adapted to fit with topics. One staff member 

suggested that „when I‟ve seen [resources] used around the various areas of the school, they 

are relevant – what you always have to do as a teacher is just adapt it; so you take the main 

theme or idea and then you make it bespoke to your class‟. The response to Oxfam‟s available 

resources was broadly positive with practitioners praising the „huge amount of resources‟ 

available for free. Easy access to these resources has facilitated a range of activities, for 

example, resources about Syria supported pupils in writing letters and lobbying MPs about 

current issues in Syria.
79

 

In terms of institutional time and space to make use of Oxfam‟s global citizenship resources, it 

was felt that resources would be used because of staff support for global learning generally. 

One teacher said: „I suppose the fact that somebody on quite a senior level has time allocated 

to work on international global links, shows that [global citizenship] is given high priority.‟
80

 

Despite the emphasis on global learning across the school as a whole, the time available to 

individual practitioners to integrate resources into classroom activities is always limited. 

Feedback indicated that practitioners would find it useful to have more resources tailored to 

specific subject areas covered within the main curriculum in order to alleviate time pressures 

associated with lesson planning and delivery. 

Assumption 3: Youth Ambassadors 

Deptford Green School has not integrated the Youth Ambassadors Group model into its global 

citizenship learning. There is, however, clear evidence of pupils taking action on global poverty 

from the sweatshop campaign and the Connecting Classrooms initiative, in partnership with the 
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British Council, which has involved students travelling to Uganda and Nigeria to conduct 

research on food and trade. 

Analysis 

In this case study, evidence indicates that Assumption 1 was met and Assumption 2 was 

partially met. There was a lack of available evidence to analyse Assumption 3. 

• Whole school approaches to global citizenship have ensured that young people develop 

values and attitudes to overcoming global poverty. 

• Oxfam has established effective partnerships with schools that have resulted in both whole 

school and classroom-based activities. 

• It is difficult to measure, however, the extent to which the partnership with Oxfam has 

increased levels of activity given that the school has a long-established programme of global 

learning. 

• Teachers made effective use of Oxfam resources to support global citizenship learning. 

• Despite institutional support for global learning, time pressures impacted on the extent to 

which resources were integrated into the curriculum. 

4.2 RHODES AVENUE 

Rhodes Avenue in Haringey, North London, is a primary school with 483 pupils (as of 

September 2013) 4.5% of whom are eligible for and take free school meals. Its Ofsted rating in 

2007 was „excellent‟, which was maintained in its interim assessment in 2010.
81

 Pupil parents 

have high aspirations for their children and are positive about the school describing the quality 

of teaching as „consistently good‟. The promotion of global citizenship and global learning was 

found to be a key focus for the school. One staff member commented that it is, in fact, 

„something the school places great importance on‟, and assemblies are run with current topical 

issues in mind.
82

Though there is a clear commitment to global learning, the school‟s approach 

seems to be a relatively new one, with the Deputy Head spearheading activities over the last 

couple of years. 

The school had previously engaged voluntary speakers from external organisations, including 

the British Red Cross and Amnesty International. A more directed and structured approach was 

taken, however, following a presentation by Oxfam which culminated in the formation of a 

partnership between the two and the introduction of a more formal in-school global citizenship 

programme. To date, there has been a focus on global learning in Year 6 classes, with a 

specific focus on global issues and global citizenship. Global learning is also partly addressed 

through a focus on human rights within the history curriculum across different year groups. The 

school is currently planning to integrate global learning into the curriculum for all school years 

from the start of the new academic year in September. Topics to be integrated will include, for 

example, water, global citizenship, food, and fair trade.
83

 

Further school activities focusing on global leaning include the Send my Friend to School 

campaign, fundraising events and international links developed through the Connecting 

Classrooms programme. Rhodes Avenue also won the Human Rights Reporter of the year last 

year and has been shortlisted again this year. Five children were shortlisted due to the quality of 

their writing and their photography.
84

 In addition to various activities undertaken in school, pupils 

seemed to be highly engaged in activities out of school. For example, pupils have taken part in 

fundraising activities for WWF and have raised money for Haiti. The students also do carol 

singing at Christmas to raise money for charities.
85
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Assumption 1: Whole School Approaches 

Rhodes Avenue‟s relationship with Oxfam is a fairly new one. The principal teacher partnership 

has been established with the deputy head. Due to the recent nature of the partnership, there is 

a lack of evidence concerning the direct impact of this partnership on whole school approaches 

and the use of specific tools to integrate global citizenship into the curriculum. The school 

management does, however, plan to integrate a more formal structure to global citizenship 

learning with Oxfam‟s support in the future. While other teachers expressed a distinct interest in 

global citizenship and global learning, there was a concern expressed in terms of sustainability 

of the project in the event of the departure of the global citizenship lead (the deputy head). It 

was felt that it will be important, therefore, to embed global citizenship learning into the 

curriculum and for the available resources „not to become stale‟.
86

 The process of integration is 

currently underway for the following subject areas: geography, humanities, history and religious 

education, and PSHE and citizenship skills. 

In general, however, the evidence suggests that whole school approaches already adopted by 

the school have had a positive impact to ensure that young people develop values and attitudes 

to overcoming global poverty. One staff member noted that „there‟s definitely a sense that 

children at the school are lucky and have a responsibility, and that they really want to help 

others that are in a less fortunate position‟.
87

 Pupils were found to be highly engaged and 

particularly enjoyed competitions and letter writing. One student commented that „I enjoyed 

writing support letters knowing that I‟d help and make them feel better‟ regarding letters that 

they had written to prisoners for an Amnesty campaign.
88

 Both teachers and pupils felt that 

global citizenship and responsibility are central to the school‟s ethos with pupils on the school 

council expressing their belief that the incoming headteacher should maintain current 

international links and charitable activities. 

Assumption 2: Classroom Resources 

There is clear institutional support for integrating global citizenship learning into classroom 

teaching with the deputy head also leading the development of relevant resources. Education 

practitioners at Rhodes Academy also praised the quality of resources provided by Oxfam and 

highlighted the advantages of resources that tackle current global issues. It was felt that global 

learning and global citizenship activities are now „more explicit now in that it‟s discussed with 

the children rather than assumed‟ and that since working with Oxfam, global citizenship has 

perhaps become more visible in the school. Practitioners observed, however, that „when you 

have high quality resources and something that helps the teachers, they will adapt it and take it 

on board [but global citizenship] is not always deemed to be primary [level learning]‟.
89

 Oxfam 

resources were also considered to be secondary level and often required adapting to an age 

appropriate level. 

The main difficulty identified by education practitioners related to the time and space to adapt 

and integrate resources into classroom activities. Practitioners suggested that resources could 

be more „plug and go‟, for instance PowerPoint presentations that teachers can easily download 

and then adapt.
90

 Another staff member noted that teachers need to familiarise themselves with 

available resources, suggesting that some training or guidance could be given to schools and 

teachers in order that they can more easily navigate Oxfam‟s website. In this respect, it was felt 

that the usefulness of resources depended not only on content but also on accessibility and 

ease of use. 

Assumption 3: Youth Ambassadors 

There is a lack of relevant evidence on the impact of the Youth Ambassadors Model group 

because Rhodes Avenue has not implemented this aspect of the Oxfam programme. The 

evidence indicates, however, that wider engagement with global citizenship learning has led to 

the development of skills for taking action on global poverty. In addition to examples cited 

above, there was a broader sense that discussions around poverty and global issues had 
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inspired the children to take action, with one pupil commenting that „the word poverty makes me 

think how can it be stopped.‟
91

 

Analysis 

In this case study, the evidence indicated that Assumptions 1 and 2 were partially met. There 

was a lack of evidence to properly assess Assumption 3. 

• Effective partnership with key members of staff has led to whole school approaches. The 

partnership with Oxfam has helped make global learning within the curriculum more explicit. 

• Both Oxfam-led and earlier whole school approaches have ensured that young people 

develop values and attitudes to overcoming global poverty. 

• High quality, up-to-date resources have enabled practitioners to integrate global learning into 

classroom activities. 

• Many resources, however, need to be adapted to be age appropriate at primary school level. 

This impacts on ease of use because of the added time pressures involved. 

• Global learning has resulted in pupils taking action on global poverty. It is not possible, 

however, to directly relate this outcome to the Youth Ambassador Model group. 

4.3 SIR JOHN LAWES 

Sir John Lawes secondary school in Harpenden, Hertfordshire, has 928 pupils (as of September 

2013), 5.1% of which are eligible for and take free school meals. It now has Academy status 

and, in its current form, has not as yet been assessed by Ofsted.  

In 2008, before becoming an Academy, the school was rated as „outstanding‟ by Ofsted. The 

school has had a formal approach to global citizenship since 2006/07, precipitated by a visit 

from Ofsted and an ensuing inspection of sustainability: „that made us look at all those issues 

and since then we‟ve had a big focus on global citizenship and our role in the wider 

community‟.
92

 

The general approach of the school has been to think globally, but to take a local, specific 

focus. This is a „very strong aspect of our school and its sense of ethos and purpose‟. As part of 

this focus, the school has a dedicated global learning coordinator, who has been „massively 

influential‟ in developing institutional capacity and interest in global leaning.
93

 This role includes 

raising awareness among education practitioners of how global learning can be incorporated 

into their subject specialism, for example, by focusing on French-speaking countries in Africa 

during French language classes. Further areas of global learning incorporated by the school 

include fair trade, green flag and responsible citizenship. Students have also independently set-

up an eco group, an Amnesty group and an Oxfam group. Members of the Oxfam group from 

Year 9 and above have delivered global learning lessons to Year 7 pupils. 

The school has adopted a clear, whole school approach to global learning. According to one 

member of staff, „we even re-did the school‟s strapline, which is now “Education for a Changing 

World”‟.
94

 Global learning activities run by the school include an annual International Enrichment 

Day, inviting visiting speakers from organisations such as Amnesty, participating in the Send My 

Friend video programme and the Giving Nation challenge in association with the Citizenship 

Foundation, and establishing Oxfam-led Youth Ambassador Groups, referred to within the 

school as Youth Action Groups. The school has also continued to invest in relations with its 

partnership school in Zambia, even after the end of dedicated funding from the British Council. 

Assumption 1: Whole School Approaches 

Sir John Lawes school‟s partnership with Oxfam has had a direct impact on whole school 

approaches to global learning. These approaches vary from an Oxfam-led project to work with 
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local Oxfam shops as part of the Oxfam Unwrapped programme, Youth Ambassador Groups 

and the school Oxfam group, which actively engages with the whole school. There is a clear 

correlation between pupils developing values and attitudes to overcoming global poverty and 

the school‟s Oxfam partnership with participants in the student focus groups naming Oxfam 

several times (unprompted) as a positive resource for global citizenship activities.
95

 While the 

school had a well-established commitment to promote global learning, it was felt that Oxfam 

„has a credibility and a brand that is respected‟.
96

 This brand has helped both pupils and parents 

to buy into activities. 

The Oxfam partnership has also complemented and furthered the tools available to education 

practitioners in order to integrate global learning into the curriculum. Responses from 

practitioners reflect the perceived benefits of the Oxfam Partnership with one practitioner stating 

that „I‟ve been very positive about all the interactions we‟ve had with Oxfam‟. The Oxfam team 

were described as „very responsive‟ and direct interaction was reported as yielding lots of 

insights and suggestions that „we wouldn‟t necessarily think about‟. In general, the whole school 

approach appears to be critical in ensuring that knowledge and ambition are not lost with 

changes in staff structure, and in putting the onus on the staff to lead activities: „When we do the 

whole school things, we all have to lead, so you have to have looked at the resources and 

engaged with the materials… Sustainability is really important to us, as it‟s no good if people 

leave and with them goes that knowledge and impetus.‟
97

 

Assumption 2: Classroom Resources 

Global citizenship topics are taught within Citizenship and PHSE, which students know as Life 

Skills. Key topics include community, prejudice, discrimination and children‟s rights: „With 

children‟s rights, we look at this around global environmental issues and then we come into a 

bigger unit on children‟s rights and then a unit on human rights in Year 9. It keeps building and 

progressing.‟ Global news is often used as a basis for lesson planning, for example on the Syria 

conflict or girls‟ education in Afghanistan, „even though the curriculum is requiring us to focus on 

things around British or UK citizenship, we‟re always linking in with the bigger picture.‟
98

 

Sometimes, however, global citizenship, can become less of a priority for students at Key Stage 

4 when preparing for their GCSEs. 

Education practitioners highlighted the usefulness of Oxfam‟s resources with „short but well 

made videos‟ on the Oxfam website receiving a particular mention. Practitioners also stated that 

the pictures section of the website is useful for making displays, and the frequently asked 

questions section is also helpful (particularly because they are not too long). The website in 

general is „very good and [students] can find answers very easily‟. One respondent suggested, 

however, that it was mainly the children, rather than the teachers, who were using the 

resources.There was also an interest in seeing Oxfam develop specific resources for activities 

that incorporate global learning for subjects that are not traditionally associated with global 

learning; the respondent gave the examples of English, maths and science.
99

 

The positive approach taken by practitioners at the school is supported by the approach of the 

leadership team who actively seek to make global citizenship opportunities attractive to 

teachers so that they want to buy into it. Teachers have the opportunity, for example, to teach in 

a partner school in Zambia. The volume of information, however, can sometimes be challenging 

for teachers: „We‟re constantly trying to put a quart into a pint pot. The other thing is trying to 

avoid overloading the staff because you could literally audit for enterprise one week and global 

issues the next week, and people get really fed up. The pressure for us school leaders is trying 

to keep staff enthusiastic about these things and to ensure staff think it‟s important and not just 

a box-ticking exercise.‟ There are competing priorities that affect the extent to which global 

citizenship education can be implemented: „Realistically, in terms of school priorities and INSET 

times, there are other things that need to be prioritised within that time.‟
100
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Assumption 3: Youth Ambassadors 

The school has established Youth Ambassadors Groups with students observing that „some of 

the information they provide, you might not find elsewhere‟. In general, pupils at the school felt 

that global learning had helped them to develop teamwork and organisation skills, the ability to 

understand how people feel in different situations and confidence in presenting. Pupils involved 

in the Youth Ambassadors Groups were particularly likely to cite increased confidence and 

leadership skills as consequences of studying global learning.
101

 

Measuring the impact of attitudes and awareness on direct action is difficult, but there is 

anecdotal evidence from school staff that students have a good awareness of global issues, 

that they are supportive of projects and that they get involved. Students are „becoming more 

demanding‟ in the area of global citizenship. They are „really interested: I think their interest is 

developed through the whole school approach, but we have things going on all the time‟. One of 

the staff commented that „with attitude, there‟s a proclivity to get involved and do things – 

definitely‟.
102

 

Analysis 

In this case study, the evidence indicates that Assumptions 1 and 2 were fully met and 

Assumption 3 was partially met. 

• The school has established an effective partnership with Oxfam and this partnership has had 

a direct impact on whole school approaches to global learning. 

• The whole school approaches adopted have supported young people in developing values 

and attitudes to overcoming global poverty and provide education practitioners with further 

tools for integrating global citizenship education into the curriculum. 

• Education practitioners have access to a wide range of resources to support global leaning 

in the classroom. 

• There is clear institutional support for global learning in the classroom. The leadership team 

works to balance the expectations placed on teachers against the inevitable limits to time 

and space available to ingrate global learning into all areas of the curriculum. 

• The Youth Ambassadors Group model has enhanced students‟ awareness of global 

citizenship. Participation has led to the development of further skills for taking action on 

global poverty. 

• Further evidence is required to measure whether the Youth Ambassadors Group model is 

more effective than other approaches adopted within the school to build skills and develop 

attitude and values to global poverty. 

4.4 ST MARY MAGDALENE ACADEMY 

St Mary Magdalene Academy, based in Islington, central London, is a secondary school with 

1,145 pupils (as of September 2013) 26.2% of which are eligible for free school meals and 

23.3% of which take them. The school‟s 2013 Ofsted rating was „good‟, which was consistent 

across all areas.
103

 St Mary Magdalene has had a specialism in globalism for many years, and 

reportedly takes an active stance on promoting global citizenship. Global learning is taught in 

discrete subjects, including citizenship, geography and, in Years 7 and 8, through an integrated 

humanities programme. The teaching timetable is further suspended on drop-down days, where 

particular year groups undertake learning on specific topics, such as globalisation. Examples of 

themes for drop-down days are conflict resolution, multi-faith days, and the „who are we‟ day, 

undertaken by Year 7 pupils at the beginning of the year. 

Interest in teaching about global citizenship was said to be „high‟ across the school. A „working 

party‟ of teachers has been put together to inform best ways of integrating globalism into 
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teaching and wider school activities. The aim is to approach global learning „in more of a 

methodical way‟; one teacher commented that „we‟re not looking at the curriculum any more as 

globalism is quite well embedded in that, but what we‟re doing is we‟re now looking at 

approaches to charity and our international skills‟. Whole school activities are normally run 

within the school house system, where assemblies are held and occasionally presented by 

pupils on specific global issues. Fundraising undertaken will also be linked into assemblies in 

order that reporting of events can be made to the whole school. Whole school assemblies led 

by teaching staff and management also occasionally focus on global issues. One staff member 

noted that „the chaplain did an assembly on Syria and that then linked into the students 

fundraising for Syria‟.
104

 In addition to whole school assemblies and fundraising events, St Mary 

Magdalene is also linked to several international schools. 

St Mary Magdalene Academy has also worked with several external agencies over recent 

years, mainly through fundraising activities. This includes Age Concern and Magic Me and is 

currently working with Citizens UK. The school has worked closely with Oxfam as well as having 

established a formal partnership with Deloitte, who have run a globalisation day focused on 

Brazil. The school has emphasised that its focus on globalism pre-dated any work with external 

organisations due to global learning being „part of the ethos‟ of the school. 

Assumption 1: Whole School Approaches 

Oxfam has worked with the St Mary Magdalene Academy on various initiatives to date. 

Activities have included, for example, making Christmas ornaments in a textiles class, which 

were then displayed and sold in an Oxfam shop. This was said to have a direct impact on the 

pupils involved, one teacher noting that the students „really loved that because they could see 

that it wasn‟t that they just made these things – they could see the impact of making stuff for a 

reason‟. Oxfam further organises days at the school, for example letter writing to Malala. 

Regarding engagement in activities, there were evidently time constraints for teachers, one staff 

member noting that „we‟ll look at some things and think we might be able to do it or do sections 

of it but we won‟t be able to do some.‟
105

 

It is difficult to measure the impact of the school‟s partnership with Oxfam on the development 

of pupils‟ values and attitudes to overcoming global poverty because of the the lack of 

implementation of a global citizenship framework and the strong, independent ethos developed 

by the school resulting in many activities arising outside of this partnership. In general, however, 

the whole school approach was felt to have a positive impact on student awareness. To take the 

example of fundraising events, one interviewee commented that „one of the things we‟re keen 

on is not to fundraise for fundraising sake – it‟s about bringing in issues (rather than just 

fundraising) and that‟s sometimes more meaningful for the students‟. Another staff member felt 

that there had been „quite a high impact‟ from whole school events, which can especially be 

seen when the pupils elect charities for fundraising that are „closest to their heart‟.
106

 This was 

reflected in student responses to global learning, where pupils clearly enjoyed whole school 

activities and suggested that school fairs and whole fundraising days are the most fun ways to 

integrate relevant global citizenship activities.
107

 

In a similar vein, while there was a clear interest in developing tools to integrate global leaning 

into the curriculum among education practitioners at the school, it was felt that these 

developments should not be too heavily influenced by any external partnerships. One staff 

member explained that they needed to ensure that they weren‟t swayed by external agendas. 

The teacher noted that „most external organisations have their own agenda; I think that‟s 

something we have to be quite confident about, that we set the agenda and use the external 

organisations in a way that helps us and benefits our students‟.
108

 Further integration of global 

learning within the school curriculum is currently in a state of transition with a new curriculum 

planned for September 2014. 
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Assumption 2: Classroom Resources 

Education practitioners at St Mary Magdalene school had used Oxfam resources selectively in 

preparing classroom activities related to global learning. One staff member noted that „I think 

they are quite relevant, the snippets I‟ve used, but I think that‟s partly because we pick and 

choose; the ones I‟ve used are relevant and the ones I don‟t use aren‟t relevant‟. More 

interactive activities were considered to be particularly useful for teachers. One staff member 

stated that „the interactive things are good as we don‟t have the technology or know-how to do 

those but they‟re very engaging for young people and some of the videos are very useful 

because it‟s stuff we can‟t create in-house‟.
109

 

There was a clear sense, however, that resources supplied as large PDFs and that could not be 

easily edited were less useful to teachers. One staff member said: „if it‟s something you‟ve 

produced, you‟ll always have your kids in the back of your mind [and] obviously when you get 

outside resources you always have to adapt them to fit you and I don‟t know whether 

sometimes that‟s harder or whether it‟s easier just to produce your own set of stuff‟.
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 It was 

also noted that it is important that resources fit into the curriculum to make them easier to use, 

with practitioners suggesting that subject-specific case studies may be useful for teaches that 

link directly to the syllabus. 

Staff felt that the institutional capacity existed to support global learning, but time could be 

valuably spent on quality control of resource use. One interviewee noted that „as a teacher I 

know how to tap into those and use them for a school, so as a school I think we know there is 

lots out there, but the real thing is doing a quality control on what‟s out there as not everything is 

good quality‟. As in other schools, time constraints were mentioned in relation to incorporating 

global citizenship into the curriculum. One teacher noted that „I think the only [challenge] is the 

time restraint in that you can‟t fit everything in that you want to‟.
111

 It was also noted that recent 

changes in curriculum focus has also had an impact on guidance available at the national level. 

Assumption 3: Youth Ambassadors 

St Mary Magdalene has not currently implemented the Youth Ambassadors Group model. 

There is also limited evidence that students take part in activities directly related to global 

learning outside of the school environment. Nonetheless, students demonstrated a good 

understanding of global citizenship and poverty as a whole. Poverty was mainly connected to 

Africa and was further associated with not having a lot of food. Students felt that education, 

having access to clean water and having a job were very important global issues. One student 

commented that school activities have made them aware that „we‟re quite lucky to have what 

we have‟.
112

 

Analysis 

In this case study, the evidence indicates that Assumptions 1 and 2 were met to a limited 

extent. There was a lack of evidence to analyse Assumption 3. 

• There was clear evidence that the school had established a positive relationship with Oxfam 

and that this relationship had fed directly into whole school approaches to global learning. 

• The school had a clear understanding of its global learning programme independent of 

external partnerships. As a result, the majority of school activities linked to global poverty 

were developed independently. 

• The school‟s programme of global learning did, however, ensure young people develop 

values and attitudes to overcoming global poverty and provide education practitioners with 

the tools for integrating global citizenship education into the curriculum. 

• Education practitioners used external global learning resources selectively. Practitioners 

responded positively to those aspects adapted into lesson plans. 
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• There was clear institutional support to use and develop global learning resources. However, 

time constraints impacted on the extent to which teachers felt able to integrate resources into 

classroom activities. 

• There is a lack of available evidence related to the Youth Ambassadors Group model and, in 

general, students‟ engagement with global citizenship issues and global poverty outside of 

the school environment. 

4.5 TETHERDOWN 

Tetherdown School is a community primary school based in Haringey, North London. As of 

September 2013, it had 420 pupils, 2.4% of which are eligible for FSM and 2.1% of which take 

FSM. Its 2013 Ofsted rating was „good‟, with pupil behaviour and safety rated „excellent‟. Its 

strengths also lie in its leadership, who are „positive role models‟ and who monitor, evaluate and 

support their teachers to improve both teaching skills and pupil achievement.
113

 Further, the 

school received positive feedback on its support for children for whom English is an additional 

language and those with disabilities, special educational needs or eligibility for the pupil 

premium.
114

 Its weaknesses include insufficient challenges for higher-attaining pupils.
115

 The 

staff is more diverse than the student body, which „reflects more of a wider community in 

London… [The previous headteacher] has been really good at bringing into the school what 

children might not necessarily have exposure to.‟
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Tetherdown‟s delivery of global citizenship learning is limited. „I don‟t feel that we have a diverse 

range of books and resources we can tap into here.‟ The reason for this, according to one of the 

staff, is that the school „say we don‟t have a lot of EAL [English as an additional language] 

students – in other schools, they‟ll have children from around the world, so they‟ll have lots of 

posters and things‟. There is also a lack of resources readily available to staff resulting in 

variable practice according to teachers‟ background knowledge and interest in global learning. 

While global learning often gets „sidelined‟ at the moment, teachers at the school expressed a 

clear motivation to develop a more balanced approach to integrating global learning into the 

curriculum. This was felt to be necessary in order to allow students to appreciate „how privileged 

we are at the school‟. One of the interviewees said: „What I‟m trying to get the children to 

understand is that we are far more connected than we realise, and that whatever you do or buy 

or consume here is going to have an impact somewhere else in the world… I‟m trying to get the 

children to understand that we are more similar than different.‟
117

 

The school has not developed a coherent whole school approach to global learning. The school 

does, however, have an international links coordinator who set up links, via a parent, with a 

school in Uganda. Whole school projects that have been integrated into the curriculum include 

an international week, which is run by UNICEF, and is also involved in UNICEF‟s Day for 

Change. The school has also developed further global learning activities related to Black History 

Month. The same uneven approach is noted in classroom learning. There are some topics and 

themes on global citizenship, but these tend to be discrete and relatively few in number. Year 3 

looks at India, Year 5 looks at issues around water and Year 6 classes do some work around 

Send My Friend, however, „in terms of an overall citizenship curriculum, it‟s happening in bits 

and pieces – it‟s not laid down in stone‟. The school has also occasionally invited external 

speakers, for example a BBC journalist who gave a talk about Kenya.
118

 

Assumption 1: Whole School Approaches 

Tetherdown does not, according to one staff member, have a whole school approach. „I think 

there are elements of it that go on in certain sectors of the school.‟ There is an international 

week where the citizenship of children in the school is promoted, but the school is not ethnically 

diverse and „where there is mixed parentage, they tend to promote the European side more 

than the other side‟. There was some more global activity attached to the international week – 

each year group was given a world region, for example – but „I feel there was so much more 
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that we could have done with it, but the timing was off – it was during assessment time‟. The 

intention around international week was good, but it felt a „little tokenistic‟. International weeks 

were felt by one member of staff, for example, to be superficial. „I find that when we do our topic 

about water, that has a greater, deeper impact on the children… We‟ve got a story about the 

long walk for water and then they write letters to children in Uganda, and then they write letters 

to MPs about water issues and poverty issues.‟ „That has a much greater impact and carries on 

for years.‟ Timetabling was further felt to be an issue, with international week, for example, 

falling during a period when the school was busy with assessments, which meant that activities 

were not implemented to the fullest possible extent.
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Another member of staff suggested that the whole school approach is there, but it is not 

consistent. „It‟s pretty embedded in our year group… I know that we cover citizenship and global 

poverty in our topic about water, and we have a link with a school in Uganda and the kids raise 

money for them. Those kinds of things.‟ The school also has a school council, which is made up 

of Year 2 upwards: „They also raise a charity thing where they‟ll say “we want to raise money for 

this cause” and it could be something they‟ve heard about on the news, and is often so that they 

can help poor children somewhere else.‟ The school council also works with two twin schools in 

Africa. One member of staff said: „what I found was powerful was when the children had 

someone else who they were linked up with abroad. When they‟ve got that real person, [it‟s 

powerful]. Or even school to school stuff.‟ The intention towards a whole school approach is 

there, but „maybe we need to go back to the drawing board with the curriculum and look at 

topics, and not just make it a specialised week, but where you‟re using a wide variety of texts 

and a wide variety of materials consistently through all the topics that you do.‟
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Finally, Tetherdown was said to take a topic-based approach to learning but, „there isn‟t a 

subject called Citizenship in this school; we look at the topic and then find a way to bring in 

other things‟.  Another teacher said that the school is following „the outdated citizenship 

guidelines‟ that it got from the government; these principles are still being used and applied. 

„When I think about my curriculum development, that element is always somewhere embedded 

in the curriculum. That‟s also come from my training as well. There isn‟t anything explicit – we‟ve 

never been given anything explicit – but we do know that it‟s a really important principle that we 

should have.‟ Sometimes global citizenship will be incorporated into other classroom activities, 

depending on what is happening in the media: „If something‟s linked to a topic we‟re doing, it will 

come up. We‟ll try and bring it in.‟ Despite the global learning activities in Tetherdown being 

relatively limited, they have – according to one member of staff – led to increased knowledge 

among pupils, and „I think for some of them, there‟s much more of a celebration of their 

backgrounds and their diversity‟. At the start of Year 6, pupils do a lot of work on personal 

identity. This involves looking back two generations and looking at migration, country flags and 

the meanings behind it. „I definitely noticed a change, because at the beginning, everyone 

wanted to be European, but by the end it was all of a sudden very hip and cool to [be from 

elsewhere/to have family from elsewhere].‟ One of the challenges with the school‟s topic-based 

approach is that „there can be a lot of gaps left as you‟ve got to make it fit a topic rather than 

saying these are the subjects we want to cover in this area‟.
121

 

Assumption 2: Classroom Resources 

Teachers at Tetherdown have engaged with Oxfam and its resources on a limited basis. „When 

I was given the topic of water, I did just go out and research every lesson plan available, so I did 

go to Oxfam and WaterAid and all the places to research what there is, [identified what was] the 

best lesson plan and then take those on board and adapt them to that lesson. I know that‟s 

because I‟m interested in planning and making it exciting for the kids. To me, that‟s a priority. I 

don‟t know what it‟s like for other people.‟ The school also has Oxfam teaching packs and 

junior-level pupils were said to „make reference to some of those materials‟.
122

 

Oxfam‟s online resources were said to be of some use, despite previously being noted as 

containing „challenging‟ content. One teacher noted: „When I first read them, I found them to be 

quite challenging in terms of content, but I‟ve noticed over the last couple of years that Oxfam 
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has adjusted them and brought them down, and I also like the fact that everything is online. And 

I really like the videos.‟ One of the staff members interviewed has used the videos and a couple 

of the games in class. It was felt that online resources tend to be directed at secondary-level 

pupils and that teaching staff at Tetherdown would not often make use of downloaded 

resources collated by the international links coordinator. It was further felt that global citizenship 

can be a „very dry subject; what I‟ve found far more useful is storybooks and real 

connections…even for Year 5, it can be quite dry. It just needs to be so that they can make a 

connection to it.‟ Teachers also felt that Oxfam‟s resources can be complex, with one 

respondent noting that „it takes a bit of time to get your head around it, and until you get your 

head round it, you don‟t teach it well enough. I just wish sometimes it was a simple flow diagram 

of “here‟s the problem and here‟s the solution”. As primary children, they can deal with two or 

three connections, but often there‟s five or six, which makes it quite complex.‟
123

 

One of the members of staff suggested more videos made from the child‟s point of view (she 

said that Oxfam videos tend to be more from the adult‟s point of view). She also suggested 

incorporating music and the arts, as well as links to other storybooks, children‟s films and 

videos. Resources for Key Stage 1 in global citizenship were raised as an area that is currently 

lacking. The school also mentioned that it needed resources developed for integration with 

topics rather than subject areas, for example food, materials and growing plants.
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On the whole, certain teachers felt ill-equipped in terms of resources to teach about global 

citizenship. One teacher noted that „as an individual, I feel very well equipped. As a school, I 

don‟t think we‟ve got that many resources – a lot of stuff I‟ll bring in from home or order 

online.‟
125

 

Assumption 3: Youth Ambassadors 

As a comparator case study, Tetherdown does not implement the Youth Ambassadors 

programme, neither does it have any particular youth groupings. It is clear, however, that group 

and whole school activities in general have an impact on students. One teacher noted: „I just 

took 30 children to the Wembley concert recently and that had a massive impact, because they 

had speakers like Malala there, Richard Branson and pop star types. Those were all the 

children who took part in the Uganda project. That definitely had an impact – being in an arena 

with 7,000 other children and watching people like Malala coming out and hearing her story.‟
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Analysis 

• There is no whole school approach to global citizenship learning at Tetherdown School. 

Activities are limited to occasional fundraising initiatives and an international week, in 

addition to international links with two schools. 

• There is no existing strategy to integrate activities into the school calendar. Tetherdown 

could benefit from external support to ensure that whole school approaches to global 

citizenship are embedded into the school calendar.  

• Citizenship as a discrete subject is not incorporated into the school curriculum. Global 

learning is, however, taught to a certain extent in topic-based lessons.  

• The school clearly is lacking any age-appropriate resources on global citizenship teaching. 

Staff found Oxfam‟s resources slightly complex and challenging, and that they needed to be 

made more age-appropriate for primary level.  

• The school does not engage with Oxfam‟s Youth Programme and, therefore, does not 

currently have Youth Ambassador Groups.  
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5 ANALYSIS AND 
CONCLUSIONS 

Please note that the findings in this section are the result of anecdotal case study evidence, 

rather than a full impact assessment, and should be read as opinion-based.  

5.1 PROGRAMME ASSUMPTIONS 

Oxfam‟s Education and Youth team programme interventions centre on whole school activities, 

through the Lead Schools initiative, classroom-based learning through online teacher resources 

and the support for youth action in schools through the Youth Ambassador Groups. The current 

theory of change rests on the following assumptions: 

• Effective partnerships with schools through the programme leads to whole school 

approaches. Whole school approaches to global citizenship ensure that young people 

develop values and attitudes to overcoming global poverty and provide education 

practitioners with the tools for integrating global citizenship education into the curriculum.  

• Classroom based activities/resources ensure that teachers are more able to deliver global 

citizenship learning. Teachers engaging with and using resources have the institutional time 

and space to use them. Resources produced are useful to teachers.  

• The encouragement of youth action in schools through Youth Ambassadors leads to the 

development of skills for taking action on global poverty among young people. The Youth 

Ambassador Group model is an effective way of skills-building and developing attitudes and 

values regarding global poverty.  

 

 Indicator 1: The 

extent to which 

outcomes have 

materialised 

Indicator 2: 

Whether there is 

evidence that the 

programme 

contributed to 

these changes 

Indicator 3: The 

significance of the 

project’s 

contribution in the 

light of other 

contributing factors 

Assumption 1: 

Effective partnerships 

with schools through 

the programme leads 

to whole school 

approaches. Whole 

school approaches to 

global citizenship 

ensure that young 

people develop 

values and attitudes 

to overcoming global 

poverty and provide 

education 

practitioners with the 

tools for integrating 

global citizenship 

education into the 

curriculum.  

• Whole school 

approaches were 

found to have an 

impact on young 

people‟s 

knowledge, 

values and 

attitudes.  

• Whole school 

approaches were 

found to exist 

through school 

ethos and 

initiatives as well 

as being driven 

by Oxfam 

relationships.  

• Oxfam presence 

in schools is 

assisting in the 

development of 

young people‟s 

knowledge and 

understanding of 

global poverty.  

• Oxfam‟s support, 

particularly their 

planning 

processes, 

makes teachers 

more capable of 

delivering global 

citizenship 

learning in a 

structured way.  

Oxfam‟s whole 

school approaches 

indeed provide 

education 

practitioners with the 

tools for integrating 

global citizenship 

education into the 

curriculum and 

effective partnerships 

with schools clearly 

ensure that global 

citizenship is 

embedded into the 

school curriculum. 

This has occurred 

successfully in those 

Lead Schools with 

which Oxfam works. 

The comparator 
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school without a 

whole school 

approach was clearly 

less able to deliver 

any kind of 

structured global 

citizenship learning.  

Assumption 2: 

Classroom based 

activities/resources 

ensure that teachers 

are more able to 

deliver global 

citizenship learning. 

Teachers engaging 

with and using 

resources have the 

institutional time and 

space to use them. 

Resources produced 

are useful to 

teachers.  

• Oxfam resources 

were found to be 

relevant and 

useful by 

teaching staff in 

schools; they 

particularly help 

with lesson 

planning and 

research.  

• Time pressures 

are common for 

teachers and are 

not impacted by 

working with 

Oxfam.  

There was extensive 

evidence that 

teachers find 

Oxfam‟s resources 

useful and assist 

them in delivering 

global citizenship 

learning. Further 

research would need 

to be conducted to 

ascertain the extent 

to which resources 

as a standalone 

factor may better 

enable teachers to 

deliver global 

citizenship and 

global learning in 

general.  

Resources better 

enable teachers to 

deliver global 

citizenship learning 

and are useful to 

teachers. It is difficult 

to ascertain the 

direct impact of 

Oxfam‟s teacher 

resources due to the 

fact that teachers 

often use resources 

from a number of 

organisations. It was 

felt that resources 

may be more useful 

as subject and topic 

specific guides tied 

directly to the current 

curriculum.  

Assumption 3: The 

encouragement of 

youth action in 

schools through 

Youth Ambassadors 

leads to the 

development of skills 

for taking action on 

global poverty among 

young people. The 

Youth Ambassador 

Group model is an 

effective way of skills 

building and the 

development of 

attitudes and values 

regarding global 

poverty.  

• Students involved 

in Youth 

Ambassador work 

had clearly 

developed skills 

for taking action 

on global poverty.  

• Students also 

demonstrated 

skills in critical 

thinking and the 

ability to 

challenge 

injustice.  

Though limited, there 

was direct evidence 

that the Youth 

Ambassadors model 

led to the 

development of skills 

for taking action on 

global poverty. The 

young people party 

to a Youth 

Ambassadors group 

in the one school 

that had 

implemented the 

project were clearly 

galvanised into 

taking action; the 

Youth Ambassadors 

group had provided 

them with a platform 

to find their own 

creative ways to take 

action on global 

poverty.  

The encouragement 

of youth action in 

schools through 

Youth Ambassadors 

undoubtedly leads to 

the development of 

skills for taking action 

on global poverty 

among young people 

and is a very 

successful model for 

engaging young 

people with global 

citizenship with 

limited contact 

needed from the 

programme team. 

Schools should be 

encouraged to allow 

student ownership of 

group activities and 

topics of interest to 

ensure the greatest 

impact. There was, 

however, insufficient 

evidence to indicate 

that this method is 

the most effective 

way of skills-building, 

as most schools 

were not involved 

with Youth 

Ambassadors.  
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Whole School Approaches 

Research has demonstrated that whole school approaches to global citizenship learning clearly 

impact young people‟s knowledge, values and attitudes towards global issues. There is a clear 

link between whole school activities and increased awareness and understanding among young 

people, as demonstrated in all schools visited for the present study. Oxfam presence in schools, 

through talks and campaigns, was also found to assist in developing young people‟s knowledge 

and understanding of global poverty. Engaged schools, and those with a clear interest for 

promoting global learning, clearly have an underlying ethos of global learning and a distinct 

interest among teaching staff in global issues; this is the reason why they are selected as Lead 

Schools. Oxfam‟s programmatic aims focus on promoting opportunities for active global 

citizenship – empowering young people as agents of change – rather than more general global 

learning activities.  

Oxfam clearly offers structured support for those schools with an existing interest in global 

learning and attempts to introduce new ways of promoting active global citizenship at the whole 

school level. Findings show that this support may not necessarily drive engagement with global 

citizenship approaches in those schools that do not already place a large emphasis on student 

voice. School audit and action plans are, however, intended to act as clear tools for the 

integration of global citizenship at the whole school level. What also seems to be clear is that 

educational practitioners, though already willing and committed to global learning, may be more 

capable of delivering global citizenship learning itself in a structured way with Oxfam‟s support. 

The lack of time, for example, seemed to be a perennial problem for teaching staff in schools, 

and Oxfam‟s planning process was found to be an important part of enabling schools to clearly 

integrate global learning into distinct subject areas.  

Another feature that is clearly visible among engaged schools is that there is often one lead 

person who drives the global learning agenda in the school. This person is often responsible for 

integrating planning for global learning into both whole school and classroom-based activities. 

Finally, the change in national priorities, was found to have a direct impact on whole school 

approaches and the time available for schools to integrate global learning into their curricula. 

The formerly strong focus on global citizenship learning has shifted in recent years to a focus on 

exam results for core subjects, diminishing the time available to schools for any additional 

activities. Once again, those schools with a strong underlying ethos for global learning seem to 

have maintained that commitment.  

Key findings 

Whole school approaches were found to have a direct impact on young people‟s knowledge, 

values and attitudes. Changes to students identified through the case studies as a result of 

whole school approaches include the following: 

• Their understanding of global poverty increased.  

• They were more likely to initiate relevant projects themselves.  

• They undertook greater responsibility.  

• They were more likely to internalise what it means to be a global citizen (with a caveat that it 

is difficult for students to internalise more specific issues when they have never been in 

similar situations; they find it easier to sympathise than to empathise).  

It is clear that these activities are contributing to good practice in schools and allowing schools 

to better incorporate global citizenship in a structured way: 

• Oxfam presence in schools is assisting in the development of young people‟s knowledge and 

understanding of global poverty and offers a clear framework for integrating global 

citizenship into the school curriculum.  

• Oxfam‟s support, particularly its planning processes, makes teachers more capable of 

delivering global citizenship learning in a structured way.  
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Impact on Classroom-based Activity 

Oxfam‟s educational resources were clearly found to be relevant and useful for teaching staff in 

schools. Access to detailed information on various topics directly assists teachers in lesson-

planning and research for class-based activities and was found to provide a good knowledge-

base for various topical issues. It is also clear that teachers engaging with and using resources 

have the institutional time and space to use them, as directed often by the underlying school 

ethos and the time they are afforded for such planning. There was found to be less of clear link, 

however, regarding the extent to which teachers are more able to deliver global citizenship 

learning due to Oxfam‟s resources as opposed to other resources available. Oxfam‟s resources 

do, however, provide a greater focus on global citizenship as opposed to more general global 

learning.  

Classroom-based approaches are also believed by school staff to have an impact on young 

people‟s knowledge, values and attitudes. This was also the case in the comparator schools, 

including Tetherdown, in which approaches to global learning were piecemeal and limited. This 

finding suggests that classroom-based approaches to global learning can be effective even 

when applied independently of a whole school approach.
127

  

Teachers were found to be very aware of the amount of resources available to them from 

various organisations, and articulated the need to maintain ownership over the process as well 

as the need to ensure that any resources used were directly relevant to topics. Teaching staff 

on the whole suggested that they may prefer to pick and choose certain elements from various 

sources and construct their own lesson plans, rather than using Oxfam‟s resources in their 

entirety.  

It was also suggested that resources might be better directed at specific curriculum subject 

areas, such as geography and design and technology, in order that teachers can more easily 

incorporate resources into lesson planning. Oxfam is aware of this suggestion and is at an 

advanced stage of developing resources specifically for English and maths teachers and has 

established a number of successful partnerships for developing subject-specific resources, 

including with NATE, the Young Lives Foundation, the Geographical Association, Think Global 

and the Nuffield Foundation.  

The greatest impact on young people was seen when students had a personal connection to 

the topic of learning. The interest of both teachers and young people in global citizenship is 

piqued by both personal connections and an element of excitement, for example an opportunity 

to travel to a partner school or to present externally. Campaign-linked resources also tend to 

have a positive effect on young people as they can actively participate in the campaign, rather 

than just learning about it.  

Young people generally suggested that their knowledge about global issues stemmed mainly 

from the news and television, and from classroom based activities. Because of little concrete 

evidence either way, more research would need to be conducted to understand any causal links 

between young people‟s knowledge and Oxfam activities in schools.  

Key findings 

• Oxfam resources were found to be relevant and useful by teaching staff in schools; they 

particularly help with lesson planning and research.  

• Classroom-based approaches to global learning can be effective even when applied 

independently of a whole school approach.  

• Teaching staff would prefer to be able to use elements of the resources to develop their own 

lesson plans, rather than using the resources in their entirety.  

• Subject-specific resources would be welcomed by teachers; this is an area in which Oxfam 

are already at an advanced stage of development.  
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• The greatest impact on young people occurs when students have a personal connection to 

the topic; campaign-linked resources have a particularly good impact.  

More research with a wider school set needs to be done in order to gauge the net impact of 

Oxfam resources on classroom activities; in particular, whether their usage directly increases 

teaching of global citizenship and directly increases the level of knowledge of young people.  

Youth Ambassadors 

Those students involved in Oxfam‟s Youth Ambassador Groups demonstrated a clear 

awareness of global issues and had obviously developed skills for taking action on global 

poverty. It was demonstrable that students maintained ownership of activities undertaken and 

had developed skills for taking action on global poverty, including critical thinking and the ability 

to challenge injustice and inequality. Those students party to Youth Ambassador Groups 

additionally had a strong sense that they were committed to ideas of equity and that they 

believed that they could make a difference. It was clear, however, that schools forming such 

groups already had a very strong focus on youth-led action. In one school, for example, young 

people were engaged in various groups in addition to Oxfam‟s Youth Ambassador Group.  

It was evident, in both engaged and non-engaged schools, that children are highly inspired and 

excited by whole school activities and certainly take pride in events in which they connect with 

the outside world. Meeting younger children, local community members and MPs, as well as 

contact with international schools, clearly galvanised children and there is a clear role that 

Oxfam has played in providing children with such opportunities.  

Key findings 

It must be noted that there were severe limitations in the study around this assumption, as the 

majority of the schools involved did not have Youth Ambassadors. Further research, particularly 

as the programme is expanded, would be recommended.  

• Students involved in Youth Ambassador work had clearly developed skills for taking action 

on global poverty.  

• Students also demonstrated skills in critical thinking and the ability to challenge injustice.  

• There is considerable scope to expand the programme. As noted by the team, an upscaling 

of the programme has been planned for 2014–15.  

5.2 GENERAL PROGRAMME 

OBSERVATIONS 

In addition to testing the programme assumptions, wider evaluation of the programme itself was 

conducted through the case studies, surveys and in team interviews.  

Key findings 

• The team has been resilient in the face of the various restructures and has proved itself to be 

adaptive.  

• Oxfam has credibility linked to a respected brand.  

• The team has been successful in meeting campaign objectives, despite continual 

organisational change and restructures.  

• Online resources are valued highly by teachers and reach a large number of teachers and 

young people. Videos received a particular mention as being short, well made and presented 

from the subjects‟ own point of view.  
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• The team has established a number of successful partnerships for developing subject-

specific resources, including with NATE, the Young Lives Foundation, the Geographical 

Association, Think Global and the Nuffield Foundation.  

Challenges 

• The various restructures in the Oxfam Education and Youth team in recent years have had a 

strong impact in many areas: they have meant that team members have constantly had to 

re-evaluate their position and the programme‟s aims.  

• Building face-to-face trust with schools and teachers was mentioned by the team as an 

important aspect of its approach, and that tailored/bespoke work was particularly effective – 

but this is being challenged by the recent reduction in the team‟s capacity.  
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 WHOLE SCHOOL APPROACHES 
• Whole school approaches should continue to focus on providing schools with a clear 

framework for integrating global citizenship into whole school and class-based activities.  

• International partnerships with schools are highly effective at engaging school 

management, teachers and pupils in global citizenship and should be a key feature of any 

engagement with schools.  

• Oxfam speeches in schools are very effective at raising awareness of global citizenship 

issues and speaking tours could be introduced as an essential element of Oxfam’s offer. 

Whole school approaches should further focus on Oxfam presence at schools for 

awareness-raising activities and supporting schools in termly and yearly events.  

• Face- to- face contact with teachers and school management is key to ensuring that an 

effective whole school approach is taken to global citizenship. The challenge has been 

how to ensure contact with a larger number of teachers with such a small team. Due to 

the limited capacity of the Education and Youth Programme team due to its size, it is 

suggested that the team could run a yearly global citizenship conference where 

teachers and school management are invited to learn about global citizenship, the best way 

to integrate global citizenship into the existing school curriculum and how best to navigate 

resources available. There could be useful handouts available at such an event, such as 

resource navigation tools, and a question and answer session. This would allow Oxfam to 

reach a greater number of teachers in a short amount of time.  

• Oxfam could potentially have a greater impact by focusing less on the Lead Schools 

approach, which may be burdensome for some schools, and more on providing a structured 

framework and guidance for a greater number of schools. It is understood that the Lead 

Schools programme was introduced to pilot whole-school approaches to be extended to a 

greater number of schools through the World Shapers programme; further investigation of the 

newly introduced World Shapers programme is needed to fully evaluate the current 

programmatic approach.  

6.2 CLASSROOM BASED ACTIVITY 
• The team has established a number of successful partnerships for developing subject-

specific resources for geography, maths and English; resources could further be extended 

to other subjects and specific topic areas. Teachers could also perhaps be better 

signposted to subject-specific resources through a resource guidance document sent to 

a larger number of schools through direct contact or online portals.  

• Schools contacted directly as part of the education programme could also be given a 

resource navigation tool in order that teachers can quickly and easily navigate and access 

resources on Oxfam‟s website.  
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6.3 YOUTH AMBASSADORS 
• The model could perhaps be rolled out in a greater number of schools with a more 

distinct focus on providing guidance for schools and young people as well as more 

opportunities for external links. Schools should be encouraged to allow pupil ownership of 

group activities. The education and youth team has been developing a model in recent 

months to ensure that the Youth Ambassadors model is further expanded to a greater 

number of schools.  

• Oxfam should continue to make use of national and international contacts in order that 

pupils can engage with the wider community, national level-decision-makers and 

international schools.  

6.4 GENERAL PROGRAMME 

Teachers sometimes feel overwhelmed by the volume of resources available to them. The 

Oxfam team could provide additional support in helping to signpost teachers to resources. 

Summary flow diagrams of problems and solutions could also help teachers to implement use of 

resources, as it would save them time in understanding topics and therefore remove some of 

their preparation time.  

From a broader Oxfam management perspective, the team needs a period of stability in 

which to recreate its strategy and to focus on programme implementation, and also to 

undertake CPD opportunities.  

There is a need for a more sophisticated communications strategy for targeting schools linked 

directly to the World Shapers strategy. The approach to schools has been piecemeal in the 

past and has varied according to changing objectives and internal restructures. This 

approach should be linked back to the strategy and should define numbers of schools, 

which schools are priorities, whether lead schools are the most appropriate use of the team’s 

limited resources, etc. We would expect a full strategy document to link back to the theory 

of change, and to incorporate a comprehensive assessment of programme aims, outcomes and 

activities.  

A monitoring, evaluation and learning strategy is needed urgently, along with data 

collection mechanisms. Capturing data is essential in order to be able to measure future 

effectiveness.  

Online resources appear to be the most important aspect of the Oxfam Education and Youth 

offer, and the area in which, in the face of limited resources, it is easiest for the team to 

provide support for schools. The team is unsure of exactly how these resources are being 

used, and could consider adding a short questionnaire which teachers are required to 

complete before downloading resources. A version of the fuller survey used for this research 

could also be added to the website, along with an incentive for teachers to complete it.  

 

Ideas from Schools for Additional Activities/Resources 

• Access to more topic-based resources at both primary and secondary level (and at the latter 

level, linking to broader subjects such as maths or design and technology).  

• Support for links to the local community and to wider world, including international links.  

• Direct communication with subject heads in order to direct them to subject/topic-based 

resources.  
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• Greater resource availability targeted at primary schools –  especially at Key Stage 1 –  and 

at children with special educational needs.  

• More videos made from children‟s points of view.  

• Online games for primary-level children.  

• Resources which teachers are able to adapt quickly, for example PowerPoints.  

• Training or guidance for navigation of Oxfam‟s website in order to be able to access resources 

quickly and easily.  

• Linking schools together into some kind of global citizenship network at which they can share 

‘next practice’, or new practices which schools are attempting to develop, the implementation 

of which can be supported by the sharing of information with other schools.  
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APPENDIX 1: THEORY OF CHANGE 
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APPENDIX 2: SURVEY RESULTS 

Global Citizenship at a School Level 

How important is it that children/young people are enabled to develop skills and knowledge in, 

and attitudes towards, global citizenship as part of the school curriculum? 

 

 

Does your school promote global citizenship? 

 

 

To what extent do you feel the pupils in your school have skills and knowledge related to global 

citizenship? 
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To what extent is global citizenship a key part of the school ethos? 

 

To what extent is global citizenship embedded across the curriculum? 

 

To what extent is global citizenship linked to pupil leadership opportunities in your school? 

 

To what extent is global citizenship linked to community engagement in your school? 
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Does you have a „whole school‟ approach to global citizenship? 

45% of respondents had a whole school approach; 38% did not have a whole school approach; 

and 17% did not know.  

What has encouraged your school to promote global citizenship? Please tick as many as apply.  

 

Global Citizenship at a Classroom Level 

Have you taught or planned any lessons related to global citizenship? 

 

Would you consider doing so in future (or, if you are outside the classroom, encouraging other 

staff to do so)? 

100% of respondents would consider doing so in future/encouraging other staff to do so.  

Have you ever used Oxfam’s online resources to support your planning and development in 

areas related to global citizenship? 

84% of respondents had used Oxfam‟s resources, and 16% had not.  

If you or your school has had any other contact with Oxfam Education, please tick the 

appropriate box(es) below: 

This variable has not been shown graphically due to small numbers of respondents. 3 

respondents had Oxfam speakers, 2 had face-to-face support from Oxfam staff, 2 had contact 

through Youth Ambassadors/Youth Action, 1 had support from the shop and 0 had support from 

fundraisers.  
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Resource Use 

Which have been the main subjects of the resources you have used from Oxfam? Please tick 

any which apply.  

 

 

Which of the resource types have you used? 

 

 

How did you first come across these resources? 

 

Two people added other responses; one had heard of them through a PGCE at Bristol, and the 

other „just know of good charity support for education‟ (sic).  
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For what purposes have you used these resources? 

 

 

How often do you use Oxfam Education‟s online resources? 

 

How many pupils have had their learning influenced, on average, each time you have 

downloaded a resource? 

 

How accessible do you find the website to use in terms of finding and accessing resources? 
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To what extent did you find that the resources met your needs? 

 

What impact have these resources had on your teaching practice? 

 

What impact have these resources had on your pupils‟ knowledge of global citizenship? 

 

What impact have these resources had on your pupils‟ attitudes and values? 
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What impact have these resources had on your pupils‟ skills? 

 

To what extent are you able to tailor these resources to your pupils‟ age level? 

 

How useful are the resources in terms of helping your pupils to progress? 

 

To what extent has your use of these resources led to pupils taking action on global issues? 
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To what extent has the use of these resources affected the likelihood that you will seek out 

Oxfam resources in future? 

 

To what extent has the use of these resources affected your willingness to engage with Oxfam 

in other ways? 

 

How important is it that resources have been tailored to your particular subject area, e. g. 

maths? 

 

Is there anything related to resource use that you feel Oxfam Education could add to its current 

offer? 

Responses included the following: 

• Lifelong learning materials.  

• Longer projects or competitions.  

• Awareness that resources at KS3 need to be differentiated to the less able and special 

needs, but still be age appropriate.  

• More on Millenium Development Goals (MDGs).  

• More topic links so that teachers can weave the resources in, for example history, geography 

and science topics.  

• More „modern technological‟ learning tools.  

• Resources for use with teenagers with learning disabilities and difficulties; and similarly 

resources for students in special schools.  
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Respondent Background 

Gender 

• Female: 84% 

• Male: 16% 

Age 

• Under 25: 8% 

• 25–34: 21% 

• 35–44: 29% 

• 45–54: 24% 

• 55+:  18% 

Job 

• Teaching Assistant:    0% 

• Teacher:     47% 

• Head of Department or Year/Subject Head: 22% 

• Headteacher:    0% 

• Deputy Head:    3% 

• Other Senior Management   25% 

• Auxiliary Staff:    3% 

Main Subject Focus 

• Cross-curricular:  35% 

• English:   6% 

• Maths:   3% 

• Science:   12% 

• Design & Technology: 0% 

• PSHE:   6% 

• Arts:    0% 

• Humanities:   24% 

• Foreign Languages:  3% 

• Citizenship:   9% 

• N/A:    3% 

Other responses: continuing teacher professional development; geography x 2; global citizenship; 

RE; Life Skills LDD (note that four of these should have been captured above).  

 

School Phase 

• Primary: 41% 

• Middle: 3% 

• Secondary: 55% 
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School Type 

• LA Maintained: 47% 

• Free School:  3% 

• Other Academy: 29% 

• Private:  21% 

Other responses: public/community managed school; charity; FE college 

 

Key Stage Taught 

• EYFS: 19% 

• KS1:  24% 

• KS2:  32% 

• KS3:  35% 

• KS4:  35% 

• KS5:  22% 

• N / A: 22% 
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APPENDIX 3: CASE STUDIES 

Deptford Green 

Deptford Green secondary school in Lewisham, South East London, had 1,100 pupils in 

September 2013, 40.4% of which are eligible for FSM and 25.6% of which take FSM. The 

school has been subject to special measures since its inspection of 2013, in which it was rated 

„inadequate‟. Attainment was low and had been declining for three years, with teaching being 

inadequate to overcome pupil‟s previous lack of achievement, notably in maths. Teachers‟ 

expectations were not considered to be sufficiently high and the more able pupils were not 

stretched. Further, the governors have been ineffective in their role of holding the school to 

account for teaching quality. There were, however, strengths in students‟ English and the 

integration of students with disabilities or special educational needs into the school. Pupils were 

also found to be „courteous and polite‟.
128

 In March 2014, the school was found to be making 

progress towards the removal of special measures.
129

  

Interviews at Deptford Green School were conducted with the Headteacher, the Deputy 

Headteacher, the Assistant Headteacher and Head of Challenger House, and the International 

Co-ordinator. Two focus group discussions were also held with male and female pupils from 

years 9 to 11.  

School Background and Approach To Global Learning
130

 

Deptford Green school has a strong underlying ethos of global learning, dating back to its 

specialised status of humanities and citizenship teaching, and actively takes opportunities to 

promote global citizenship. One interviewee at the school noted that „the whole push on global 

citizenship has been a long standing strength of the school‟. There is a strong commitment to 

„student voice‟ and, according to staff interviewed, the citizenship curriculum has been used to 

„expand [our] children‟s understanding of global citizenship‟. Being located in a multi-cultural 

area of London, the school places a great focus on diversity. One staff member noted, „I‟ve 

worked in a number of schools and for me this is the one that‟s got that drive and high profile‟.  

Approaches to global citizenship are integrated into school activities based on „a cycle of 

calendars‟, with particular events such as Refugee Week held at set times in the academic year. 

Citizenship was found to be „integral to the school curriculum‟, with different year groups 

undertaking set projects based around global learning, from Year 7 upwards. Year 7 have set 

time for citizenship in the curriculum, which was until recently a core compulsory subject, and 

this runs to Year 11 with an option to undertake a GCSE in citizenship. The school‟s geography 

curriculum also, for example, integrates learning around globalisation and the developing world. 

The wider national curriculum and focus on certain areas has clearly impacted the school 

curriculum, with one staff member noting that „we‟ve obviously had to follow government trends 

otherwise we would want for everyone to carry on studying citizenship as a discrete subject 

right up until 16‟. In addition to integration in the curriculum, the school follows the International 

Baccalaureate (IB) programme, which, it was felt, has „engendered in the students, particularly 

sixth formers and pupils who aspire to be sixth formers, global citizenship‟.  

The school‟s approach further is not limited to classroom-based and in-school activities, with 

pupils actively being involved in the wider community. One Year 11 group, for example, 

undertook a project on sweatshops, running a petition that featured in the local press. Students 

have met with Members of Parliament and run various campaigns centred on global citizenship. 

The school has further had international links with a school in Uganda for over eight years 

which, it was felt, has „raised the profile of internationalism and global perspective in the school‟ 

and has had a very positive impact on pupils.  
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Institutional Capacity and Interest
131

 

Interest among teaching staff for teaching global citizenship and/or about global poverty was 

found to be high among staff interviewed at the school. Initiatives like the international link with 

St Kizito School in Kampala were said to encourage teachers and teacher involvement 

generally was found to be an indication of high interest levels. One staff member reported that 

they had asked the Heads of Department if there was anything that they would like taken over 

to Kampala to sustain that relationship, the teacher reporting that „that was quite overwhelming 

actually‟. Another teacher noted that there is interest among „anyone who‟s been involved in 

Connecting Classrooms, particularly if they‟ve travelled or if they‟ve hosted here, and have been 

directly involved in team teaching and planning with our colleagues in other schools, I think that 

equips them in some ways to have the confidence to expand their global learning‟.  

There was further found to be „quite a lot of expertise‟ among teaching staff at Deptford Green 

school. One teacher noted that they had „had working groups in the past who worked on 

community and globalisation projects, so that would be part of their CPD almost to develop 

that‟. Despite various new Heads of Citizenship at the school in recent years, they have 

reportedly all „kept citizenship education high on the profile of the school‟. Staff further 

commented that there is a „whole humanities team committed to global citizenship‟ and „you‟ve 

got an English department that always prides itself in global voices‟.  

The multi-cultural school body was further found to impact interest and enthusiasm for global 

learning. One interviewee noted that „I think our teachers are very very driven to look outside of 

their curriculum and to make links around the world because, as you know, our school is so 

multicultural and we have students from so many different countries – that‟s quite a powerful 

thing, our students are quite a good learning resource really.‟ 

Time restrictions were, however, noted in terms of time available for planning global learning 

into the curriculum. One staff member commented that „it‟s always the perennial problem of time 

– to cover a syllabus in the amount of time available is always a precious thing; we have to work 

outside of the curriculum to cover it if we really want to have a body of quality time [for global 

citizenship]‟. It was noted, however, that „if you can provide the space, the time and the 

resources, people will come on board because everyone‟s passionate about it [whether or not 

they have] the skills or knowledge or understanding to be able to follow it through‟. Another 

issue was said to be resources available to continue, for example, links with international 

schools. One staff member commented on the international link that „we value it, we think it‟s 

fantastic for the students, and the parents really value it – it is more about having the resources 

and that capacity to maintain the drive‟. Continuous learning for teachers was, finally, found to 

be a challenge. One teacher noted that „you need to be current, to know what‟s going on in the 

world now, and I don‟t think I‟ve always got my finger on the pulse of international issues‟.  

Whole School Activities 

Deptford Green school undertakes many activities throughout the academic year that actively 

promote global citizenship and global learning. Specific events include
132

: 

• Refugee week run by the EAL Coordinator: this places a focus on integrating „mid-year 

admissions‟, pupils joining the school from other countries, in order that they have a smooth 

transition to entering a mainstream school. The week was linked with the Drama department 

and culminated in A Level drama students producing a play for both students and parents. 

Assemblies were also held each day of Refugee Week, with certain pupils, who were 

refugees themselves, delivering their stories.  

• Speakers and sessions: Deptford Green encourages the use of speakers, with Save the 

Children, for example, conducting a talk on their work in Syria.  

• International links: Deptford Green has a partnership with St Kizito school in Uganda as well 

as Rainbow College in Nigeria, involving exchanges of students and teachers between both 

countries for school visits. The partnership is funded by DFID and the British Council; 
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additional funding for exchanges is raised in-school by pupils. An annual Connecting 

Classrooms event is held, where the school hosts visitors from Uganda and Nigeria. Children 

participating in a trip to Uganda have further conducted research in markets in Deptford, 

Kampala and Lagos, investigating food and trade impacts. Those findings were presented to 

the local Member of Parliament.  

• Student council: the school‟s pupil council is formed of pupils aged 11 to 18.  

• Community engagement: pupils at the school regularly engage with the local community. 

Some pupils work, for example, at a local home for the elderly. There is further an annual 

community fun day where local community members are invited to an event at the school 

featuring various activities and stalls.  

• School environment: global learning is evident part of the school‟s culture, demonstrated by 

various displays around the school compiled by both pupils and teaching staff.  

• IB status: staff at Deptford Green recognised that being „an IB world school is part of 

promoting global citizenship, because at the heart of begin an IB world school is international 

mindedness‟. Pupils are required to undertake 150 hours of Creativity Action Service in the 

two years of their IB diploma. Pupils work on various events, including sports events, 

teaching in school, undertaking trips to Uganda to work in a HIV/AIDS centre, and working in 

a home for the elderly. Students have reportedly „done an awful lot in promoting global 

citizenship, not only in school events like assemblies and public events but also to other 

schools and also to other organisations like charity events‟.  

• Fundraising: pupils at Deptford Green undertake various fundraising activities, including 

selling beads made from recycled paper sourced in Uganda. Students also compile gifts in 

shoeboxes to send abroad at Christmas time.  

• Whole school assemblies: assemblies are held at the start of every half term for the whole 

school. The Headteacher leads assemblies, for example, reporting on activities such as the 

Year 11 sweatshop campaign in order that the whole school is aware of activities. One staff 

member noted that assemblies are run on the „sense that we do belong to this community 

and how can we contribute to the local community, but also the broader community as well‟.  

• Black History Month: the school runs Black History Month every year in October, often 

inviting international speakers to the school. The month culminates in an evening event for 

students, parents and the local community.  

Whole school approaches to the promotion of global citizenship were found to have an impact 

on young people‟s knowledge, values and attitudes, particularly those pupils who have had 

contact with pupils from schools in other countries. One staff member noted that „those pupils 

will speak very powerfully about how they‟ve changed their values and perceptions‟. Staff also 

felt that students‟ understanding of global issues had also increased due to whole school 

activities, in particular in the way that students view the world. There was said to be an 

increased understanding of poverty and what it means, for example, to be a refugee.  

One interviewee noted an example that some students had chosen to undertake a project 

looking at sweatshops in their citizenship class. The impact was not related just to pupils 

themselves, but had a wider impact on the school and local community: „by choosing that, they 

not only informed the whole school community by going to every assembly in the school, but 

they also went and met with managers of a local Primark‟. Another interviewee reported that 

one pupil had presented an assembly on dyslexia and conducted research for the assembly. 

The teacher noted that „we may not always see how our values and beliefs are affecting the 

pupils, but they‟re digesting it and in some way internalising what it means to be a global citizen 

and taking on some responsibility which is nice to see‟. Staff interviewed felt that global learning 

in the school had such a big impact due to the fact that issues were chosen with which the 

pupils had a personal connection, such as that of refugees and the City Safe campaign. In 

addition to an expansion of knowledge, one staff member commented that students generally 

mix very well outside of the classroom. The interviewee noted that „if you were to spend 10 

minutes at break time or 10 minutes at lunchtime out in the playground, I‟d be very confident 
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that you‟d see just a very big mix of students; yes, they‟d be talking about big issues but actually 

it‟s more about their relationships‟. This was said to be a non-tangible underlying culture of the 

school: „I‟d say that maybe subconsciously that‟s filtered down into the beliefs and 

understanding and knowledge of our students‟.
133

 

Despite increased awareness and a reported impact on values and attitudes, one staff member 

commented that pupils may find it hard to internalise issues having never been in similar 

situations. The respondent noted that „you can sympathise but maybe not necessarily 

empathise, and I don‟t think our pupils have had sufficient experience of empathy, like know 

what it feels like not to be able to have the right to an education‟.
134

 

Classroom-Based Approaches 

Classroom-based approaches to promoting global citizenship learning, and the integration of 

global learning by subject, at Deptford Green are as follows:
135

 

• English: teaching staff ensure that literature covers a „wide spectrum of writers from the 

Indian sub-continent, China, America and Africa‟. Poetry is further used as a vessel of 

learning, one staff member noting that „in English every year we produce some kind of 

anthology of global voices, using poems not only from our school but our partner schools – 

that‟s been ongoing for many years‟. Pupils study a discrete unit on African poetry, most 

recently working on a Ugandan poem called the Song of Lawino. One respondent noted that 

there‟s a focus on authentic learning experiences utilising global literature.  

• Design & technology (D&T): pupils undertake a food project in D&T investigating issues of 

sustainability and fair trade. As noted earlier, the school conducted research on food in 

Kampala and Lagos focusing on sustainability and production. Year 10 students specifically 

work on a food security project.  

• Geography: some students have recently worked with Oxfam in geography classes on a 

food project called Can the World Cope. The project is still at a nascent stage but is being 

integrated as part of the taught curriculum. Year 9 pupils also undertake a comparison of 

Kampala and London in geography classes. Students gather information on Kampala directly 

from their partner school, St Kizito, and then send case studies they‟ve compiled about 

London to the partner school.  

• Religious Education (RE): RE places a focus on global learning through modules focusing on 

diversity and student voice. The RE department has previously worked with an Islamic 

organisation.  

• Maths: one teacher noted that they had taught fractions through music, mirroring lesson 

plans with international schools. The interviewee noted that they „taught fractions through 

music exactly the same way in Uganda and here and made a DVD of it‟.  

• Science: students in science undertake case studies around disease and have looked at 

HIV/AIDS. The school used their link with the HIV/AIDS centre in Kampala to raise 

awareness in the school.  

• Transition (humanities and English): students in Year 7 several years ago studied a unit on 

Haiti and the impact that the earthquake had.  

• Citizenship: a variety of issues are covered in citizenship classes, including fair trade. 

Citizenship is, however, no longer compulsory on the school curriculum.  

It was felt by staff at the school that classroom-based approaches to the promotion of global 

citizenship have a direct impact on young people‟s knowledge, values and attitudes. One 

teacher noted, for example, that „with geography, I think what you see is a heightened 

awareness of the bigger picture‟. Regarding knowledge and understanding, it was said to be 

„more about putting it into a global context which is what [we] strive to do‟. Another interviewee 

noted that the school endeavours to „nurture the qualities of empathy and tolerance and 

celebrate seeing the differences as well as the commonalities between people‟. The respondent 
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commented that „I‟d like to think that some of those values and perceptions are ingrained in the 

way that they think‟.
136

 

Impact has further been seen on individual student activity. One student, for example, applied 

for the position of Young Mayor and featured in the news „because he harangued Jeremy Hunt 

and David Cameron when they were at Lewisham hospital when he was being treated about the 

proposed closure of Lewisham hospital‟. There was said to be a „real commitment to citizenship‟ 

among students. This commitment stems from the aim of the school to make personal 

connections to global issues. In English, for example, one staff member noted that they make a 

connection in the sense that „you‟ve read the poem, but how does that relate to you, what does 

mean to you, and you try and make sure that the pupils connect to the poems on a personal 

level‟.
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Student Perception of Global Citizenship and Global Issues
138

 

Pupil participants to the focus group discussions demonstrated an awareness of global 

citizenship and poverty. Pupils, for example, commented that poverty is about „how much 

money you have [not having very much]‟ and being „to do with how economically developed a 

country is‟. The focus among pupils was mainly related to money and afford resources. One 

female participant commented that poverty is „when someone can‟t afford luxuries that they 

want and they can hardly afford things they need to live, like phones and stuff we take for 

granted‟. Poverty was also described by one young person as „people living in not really 

pleasant areas like slums and living in dirt, and surrounded by a lot of pollution‟.  

Regarding global citizenship, one pupil noted that „if you‟re a global citizen, you can help other 

people in certain ways; if you‟re a global citizen, you don‟t have to just help people in your area 

you can help people around your country if you‟re not able to travel‟. Equality was also a term 

linked to global citizenship by one pupil. An awareness of local poverty was also shown, one girl 

commenting that „poverty is becoming more prominent in different countries and especially in 

this country because if you see people seeking benefits and refuge – it‟s increasing the amount 

of people living in harsh conditions, even in this country‟.  

Students felt that their knowledge about global issues mainly came from the news, television 

and also from learning about particular countries in geography, for example. One student also 

noted that they see certain adverts as pop-ups on Facebook.  

In addition to taking part in in-school activities, it was found that young people at Deptford 

Green were also regularly involved in activities outside of school. Pupils have, for example, 

been involved in fund-raising for Haiti, Red Nose Day and Sport Relief.  

Impact of Global Learning: Skills, Knowledge and Values
139

 

Pupils at Deptford Green demonstrated an increased awareness of global issues and certain 

topics due to the focus on global learning in school. One girl FGD participant commented that 

she had „become more aware about people living in different countries and the issues that 

people are facing‟. Another pupil noted that they had learnt more about climate change and 

deforestation. Links with international schools and trips abroad to Uganda had also had an 

impact on pupils values and attitudes. One pupil stated that they‟d learned „to not take things for 

granted‟; another commented that they had learned „to eat breakfast – [as] when we were over 

there [we saw] they didn‟t have enough money to eat breakfast‟. Students were also found to 

have learned performance and public speaking skills through various events that they had been 

involved with.  

Pupils were found to be most engaged by whole school events, with a particular interest in 

events like Red Nose Day and Sport Relief as well as the 10,000 Hands campaign they ran. 

One male pupil also noted that he had enjoyed teaching primary school pupils who had come to 

the school to learn about various things including computer science.  
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The main issues that were felt to be important to pupils were poverty in Africa, homelessness, 

war, global warming, the difference between rich and poor countries and the resources you 

have available to you. One female pupil commented, „I‟m scared about those countries, like 

poorer countries, getting worse and worse; as the population grows, as much as we want them 

to get better, economically better, it‟s really hard‟.  

External Interventions
140

 

Deptford Green has had an existing focus on global learning for a number of years. The school 

has worked with many different agencies for over 20 years and have many different 

organisations visiting the school for speaking events and activities. One interviewee noted that 

„we actually have an awful lot of outside agencies coming in – it might for example be raising 

awareness about street security or it might be a local drama theatre and education group‟. 

Despite such frequent contact with external organisations, it was felt that the underlying ethos of 

global learning in the school pre-dated external interventions. One former headteacher of the 

school was, in fact, said to be „instrumental in making sure that citizenship was on the national 

curriculum‟ and „key characters are on the senior leadership team and continue to drive that 

[agenda]‟.  

The school has worked with a number of external organisations on various activities and 

campaigns, as well as having invited various speakers to events such as community 

conferences. Issues are often those relating directly to young people. One such initiative is that 

of Connecting Classrooms, through a partnership with the British Council, and has involved 

students travelling to Uganda and Nigeria to conduct research on food and trade. One teacher 

noted that the trip „was great and really powerful for the students‟. Deptford Green has further 

worked with ChildHope in looking at the safety of children worldwide. The project involved 

linking with a primary school in northern Uganda in order that pupils could exchange radio 

broadcasts. ChildHope provided microphones and support for children in producing radio 

broadcasts to send to Uganda. International connections through such programmes were said 

to expand the horizons of students, one staff member noted that „we often take opportunities to 

extend the worlds of the young people in the school who can often be quite parochial – they 

often don‟t know a lot about London itself, let alone the global context‟. The school has further 

worked with an Islamic organisation called MADE [Muslim Agency for Development Education] 

on the RE curriculum as well as the London Citizenship Group to promote global links.  

In terms of the extent to which the school‟s approach to global citizenship has been shaped by 

interventions, programmes and resources from external organisations, it was felt that needs to 

be an underlying ethos in the school to begin with.
141

 Learning was said to be „partly led 

internally because of the strong commitment of this school to equal opportunities and it‟s always 

been very very strong in the ethos of the school‟. Another interviewee noted that „if there‟s not 

the ethos within the school, it won‟t stick‟.  

Oxfam’s Role and Impact at Deptford Green School
142

 

Oxfam is the main partner working with Deptford Green school on global learning. Initiatives 

introduced have included a food security project and making toys out of reusable products for 

sustainability teaching, an element which was integrated into the initial action plan. Oxfam have 

further supported the Geography department with their Can the World Cope project in 

conjunction with the Geographical Association. Oxfam‟s programme team members have 

further visited the school to speak at school events.  

In terms of institutional time and space to make use of Oxfam‟s global citizenship resources, it 

was felt that resources would be used due to staff support for global learning generally. One 

teacher said: „I suppose the fact that somebody on quite a senior level has time allocated to 

work on international global links, shows that [global citizenship] is given high priority‟. Another 

staff member noted that „I would use [resources] as part of the PSHE programme because 

we‟re always looking for ways of engendering some kind of enthusiasm for our PSHE 
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programme‟. The resources were also found to be relevant but would always need to be 

adapted to fit with topics. One staff member suggested that „when I‟ve seen [resources] used 

around the various areas of the school, they are relevant.  – what you always have to do as a 

teacher is just adapt it; so you take the main theme or idea and then you make it bespoke to 

your class‟. Another staff member also noted that „I imagine [Oxfam] must have a big education 

department because they‟re very much, well curriculum changes all the time and the resources 

keep up with that‟.  

Once again, however, time for integrating resources and global learning into the curriculum is 

always limited. One staff member noted that „time is a premium; people when they‟re planning 

would use Oxfam‟s resources but having said that, in a busy school, an example would be the 

geography department working on a new [Oxfam] food security project that was meant to be 

ready now but isn‟t – the geography teacher has run out of time‟.  

It was felt at one school that Oxfam‟s „various keynote speeches have raised awareness, 

particularly around food security for the What If campaign‟. One staff member further 

commented on the food security project, noting that „we couldn‟t have done that without Oxfam 

– well we could have but they gave us a really good knowledge base‟.  

Though impact has clearly been made through programme interventions, it was felt that global 

learning at the school has developed holistically in-line with their relationship with Oxfam. One 

staff member interviewed commented that global citizenship teaching developed „at the same 

time as that our relationship with Oxfam developed, so it was a bit chicken and egg – I‟m not 

quite sure which one came first to be honest‟. One staff member interviewed did, however, note 

that „the relationship with Oxfam has definitely driven aspects of our provision and awareness‟. 

It was felt that Oxfam‟s support has been particularly helpful due to the „huge amount of 

resources [that Oxfam have] at hand‟. Resources have, for example, been used to raise 

awareness about Syria and to write letters and lobby MPs about Syria and it was noted that 

„having free services with Oxfam is very helpful‟.  

In addition to support offered with resources, one staff member reported that the planning and 

auditing tools provided by Oxfam were useful. They noted that „one of the joys of working with 

Oxfam was using their audit tool, so if you like auditing where global citizenship is being 

delivered and where global learning is happening‟.  

Challenges in Incorporating Global Citizenship
143

 

Changes in the national curriculum in recent years has been found to have an impact on the 

school‟s ability to integrate global learning to some extent. One staff member noted that a 

challenge is „having citizenship squeezed for other subjects, so I think difficulties have been 

imposed from outside; that has been not inconsequential when you think that every child at 

Deptford Green was doing citizenship at GCSE and that is no longer the case and can‟t be the 

case‟. Another interviewee said that changes have presented „a challenge to everyone in 

education because the pressure is, always, maths, English [and so on] – the pressure is on the 

curriculum‟. Another staff member said: „when you think back, the highest ranking politicians in 

their speeches would mention citizenship and would mention the importance of making a 

contribution to the community – that doesn‟t seem to be [there now]‟.  

Suggestions for Future Activities
144

 

Staff members interviewed suggested that it may be helpful if online resources were topic-

based, relating directly to the curriculum, „so [that] you can systematically send to, for example, 

your design and technology teacher, “here are specific design and technology projects and 

schemes of work, ideas, projects that you could do”‟. One interviewee commented about 

resources that „it‟s also knowing they‟re there and knowing where to find them and with any 

online resource you have that limitation; what you actually want is the geography network to say 
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there‟s some really good resources for geography on the following topics for Key Stage 3 and 

4‟.  

In addition to more topical resources related to the curriculum, one staff member interviewed 

suggested that timelines are a „very powerful‟ tool as well as life stories. The teacher 

commented that „you can imagine how powerful a story on the day of a life of a Syrian refugee 

or my story, my life [is]‟. Videos were also found to be useful. One staff member, however, noted 

that you do have to find time to watch videos and that life board stories may be just as useful.  

It was also felt that Oxfam should communicate directly with subject heads and the key people 

in schools in order that relevant resources can be sent directly. It was also noted that resources 

may be best sent at certain times of the year. One staff member commented that „teachers get 

very overloaded and they get very tired, so it‟s at certain times of the year that one would really 

like that – particularly this time of year when you‟re planning for the new academic year‟.  

It was also suggested that engaging the local community is an important aspect of global 

citizenship learning. One interviewee commented that „it would be nice if I could share skills or 

information or something else that Oxfam could provide and work with the local community and 

find out what the issues are for them, and work with Oxfam to give a platform to those issues‟. 

In terms of activities that could be introduced, pupil participants of focus group discussions 

suggested that they would like to take part in more fundraising events as well as sports events 

such as marathons. One pupil also suggested that „any activities that involve winning prizes will 

get someone‟s attention, for example, whoever raises the most money gets a prize‟.
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Rhodes Avenue 

Rhodes Avenue in Haringey, North London, is a primary school with 483 pupils, as of 

September 2013, 4.5% of which are eligible for and take free school meals. Its Ofsted rating in 

2007 was „excellent‟, which was maintained in its interim assessment in 2010.
146

 Pupil parents 

have high aspirations for their children and are positive about the school and the quality of 

teaching is „consistently good‟. The leadership team are considered to be „outstanding‟. Writing 

skills, however, could be improved upon, but its provision for health education, sports and art 

are „excellent‟.
147

 

Interviews at Rhodes Avenue were held with the Deputy Headteacher and one Year 6 teacher. 

A focus group discussion with boy and girl Year 6 pupils was also conducted.  

School Background and Approach To Global Learning
148

 

The promotion of global citizenship and global learning was found to be a key focus for Rhodes 

Avenue primary school. One staff member commented that it is, in fact, „something the school 

places great importance on‟ and assemblies are run with current topical issues in mind. Though 

there is a clear commitment to global learning, the school‟s approach seems to be a relatively 

new one, with the Deputy Head spearheading activities over the last couple of years. The 

school had previously engaged voluntary speakers from external organisations, including the 

British Red Cross and Amnesty International. A more directed and structured approach was, 

however, taken following a presentation by Oxfam which culminated in the formation of a 

partnership between the two and the introduction of a more formal in- school global citizenship 

programme. There has, to date, been a focus on global learning in Year 6 classes, with a 

specific focus on global issues and global citizenship, though the school is currently planning to 

roll out global learning across all years and as part of various subjects.  

Institutional Capacity and Interest
149

 

Staff interviewed at Rhodes Avenue expressed a distinct interest in global citizenship and global 

learning in general. It was clear, however, that one staff member in particular at the school 

leads initiatives. The interviewee reported: „[Interest among teaching staff] is not as high as me. 
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That‟s the hard stuff. It takes time. This is why I want to do it through the curriculum and 

teachers are very good and generally do what they‟re told. They do the best they can. If I give 

them something to start with [it‟s better] because PSHE is not statutory and they‟ve got so many 

other things to do that you‟re not on a winner first of all. So by giving them and letting them see 

the opportunities [that‟s better]. I‟ve shown the Send My Friend videos to the staff [Rhodes 

Avenue made a video] and very few schools in the country are doing what we‟re doing.‟ Another 

staff member expressed interest in the subject, commenting that the „children respond 

particularly well to these things as they are knowledgeable and articulate and the parents also 

tend to encourage enquiring minds; I think we really enjoyed it and other year groups who have 

done different things really like it and feel it‟s important‟.  

It was felt that there is support and resources available for this area of learning, which supports 

their capacity in the classroom. There are of course limits to the extent of knowledge on 

individual themes. One teacher, for example, noted that they „are equipped in the sense that 

there are loads of great resources out there and we know our children and what morals and 

ideas and messages we‟re trying to promote [but] I don‟t know if we‟re necessarily equipped as 

to whether we are experts in each field‟. Topics are also „guided by what the children are 

interested in‟.  

Whole School Activities
150

 

Rhodes Avenue undertakes a number of whole-school activities in the promotion of global 

learning and global citizenship. Activities in recent years have included the following: 

• Send My Friend to School: the whole school was engaged in last year‟s Send My Friend 

campaign and local MP, Lynne Featherstone, visited the school as part of activities. The 

school intends to run the campaign again this year due to the success of the last event.  

• School curriculum: though global citizenship is not currently embedded in the school 

curriculum, the school management intends to integrate PSHE and global citizenship areas 

of study into the new curriculum from September. Topics to be integrated will include, for 

example, water, global citizenship, food, and fair trade.  

• Assemblies: global learning and current issues are incorporated to the deputy headteacher‟s 

assemblies at Rhodes Avenue.  

• Fundraising events: pupils at Rhodes Avenue have undertaken various fundraising events in 

recent years. These have included a „readathon‟ to raise money for children‟s charities and 

fundraising for Kick for Cancer. The school also has sports competitions and fancy dress 

days to raise money for various charities. Year 5s have further been involved in organising a 

fundraising day for the Go-Givers website, raising money for young carers. The pupils 

themselves elected the charity for that fundraising day and planned activities.  

• International links: though connections are in the process of being strengthened, Rhodes 

Avenue is connected to two schools in Malawi through Connecting Classrooms. Both the 

headteacher and deputy headteacher have visited the schools and have welcomed visitors 

from Malawi. It was recognised, however, that there were restrictions with activities due to 

fairly low funding available through the scheme.  

• School Council: the pupil school council have taken part in specific global citizenship 

activities alongside Year 6 pupils who designed a poster outlining the school ethos and 

approach to global citizenship. The school governors were also involved in the content of the 

poster, with the school management holding a meeting where a gingerbread man activity 

was undertaken. The activity involved listed qualities needed to be a global citizen, including 

critical thinking for example, which were then incorporated into the poster design pulled 

together by the school council, and Year 5 and Year 6 pupils. One staff member noted that 

„that informed us to the qualities that a 21st century child needs to be a global citizen‟.  
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• Staff training: the Deputy Headteacher has conducted a staff inset day on P4C (philosophy 

for children) in order that they can „marry P4C with global citizenship‟.  

• Amnesty International activities: Rhodes Avenue won the Human Rights Reporter of the year 

last year and has been shortlisted again this year. Five children were shortlisted due to the 

quality of their writing and their photography.  

It was felt among teaching staff interviewed that whole school approaches to the promotion of 

global citizenship directly impact on pupils‟ knowledge and awareness of global issues. One 

staff member noted that „there‟s definitely a sense that children at the school are lucky and have 

a responsibility, and that they really want to help others that are in a less fortunate position‟. 

Staff noted that the children recognised the importance, for example, of sending gift boxes for 

the homeless at Christmas. In terms of fundraising events, one staff member commented that 

„our kids are amazing at doing those things [as] they enjoy it so much – we raised £2,000 at the 

last Red Nose Day and half went to Red Nose Day and half to 

our schools for project work‟. It is important to note that teachers‟ definition of global citizenship 

is somewhat broader than Oxfam‟s conception of the promotion of global citizenship.  

There was also found to be a direct impact on young people‟s values and attitudes. One staff 

member interviewed reported that the school governors met with the student school council 

regarding the appointment of a new Headteacher and they mentioned specific qualities relating 

to global awareness. The teacher commented that „there was a whole long list of things but a 

couple of things that are relevant here – one child said it‟s really important that they maintain the 

links with Malawi and support all the charity work we do because that‟s what our school is, we 

help people, which is a nice view‟.  

Classroom-based Approaches
151

 

As noted above, the majority of classroom-based approaches to global citizenship are currently 

directed at Year 6 pupils. The school is, however, aiming to promote global citizenship as 

something that children can learn about in all subjects. Relevant class-based lessons and 

activities are as follows: 

• Social and emotional aspects of learning: pupils at Rhodes Avenue have discrete time each 

week on Thursdays for social and emotional aspects of learning. These classes are primarily 

„behavioural and non-statutory‟ and there are plans to incorporate global citizenship topics 

into these classes.  

• Classes focused specifically on global issues and global citizenship, what that entails and 

what that means for the children, as well as what pupils‟ rights and responsibilities are as 

global citizens.  

• History: Global learning was addressed under the history subject area with a focus on human 

rights. Topics covered included segregation in America and the rise of the civil rights 

movement. This is a topic that is covered every year.  

• Topic-based learning: last term, Rhodes Avenue ran the topic Born Free for Year 6 pupils. 

Subject areas covered under that topic included human rights.  

Further aspects of global learning are starting to be integrated into geography, humanities, 

history and religious education, and PSHE and citizenship skills. The aim for classroom-based 

approaches is to find a relevant topic for teachers in order that global learning can be 

incorporated into topic planning. This approach needs to be taken at primary level where 

learning stems from topics rather than subjects, with specific subjects falling under those topics.  

Staff interviewed noted that they perceived a direct impact of classroom-based approaches on 

pupils‟ knowledge, values and attitudes about global poverty and global citizenship. One 
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teacher commented that they were unsure as to how children would „handle‟ some of the 

human rights work as despite making the material age and child appropriate, „some of the 

issues are not within the bubble of the children‟s lives‟. Work undertaken included human rights 

in Syria and India as well as the civil rights movement. The children further had to research 

things for homework that they were interested in. One staff member noted that they „had 

children coming in knowing all about forced marriages and we had children finding out about 

firework factories in India that children were forced to work in, so very specific things – they 

were incredibly interested in it and it really inspired them to go and find out more about for 

themselves; it definitely made them so much more aware [and] did have a big impact‟. The 

children were more generally described as staff as being „very world aware‟. Though the 

children were said to generally come from professional, highly educated backgrounds one staff 

member noted that „it‟s about giving them a forum of them to express and talk about it‟.  

Student Perception of Global Citizenship and Global Issues
152

 

Year 6 students at Rhodes Avenue school were highly aware of and articulate about global 

issues. When asked about the meaning of poverty one girl FGD participant, for example, noted 

that „when I hear the word poverty I think of people that are poor and whereabouts poverty is 

and people who are homeless‟; students were also aware that poverty was a global 

phenomenon, one pupil stating that „it seems like it‟s all over the world and it seems like there‟s 

not many countries where there isn‟t actually any poverty‟. Another student commented that 

they „think of human rights and poverty in the same context – so everyone has the right to 

something so poverty as in everyone has the right not to be poor, like have a home‟. 

Discussions around poverty and global issues further seemed to inspire the children to take 

action, one pupil commenting that „the word poverty makes me think how can it be stopped‟.  

Pupils mainly felt that they learned about global issues through the media, television and 

newspapers, as well as in classes in school. One pupil also noted that „when you‟re walking 

down the street you‟ll see things; it‟s almost inevitable that you‟ll see people on the streets 

begging so it‟s all around you no matter where you go‟.  

Impact of Global Learning: Skills, Knowledge and Values
153

 

In addition to various activities undertaken in school, pupils seemed to be highly engaged in 

activities out of school. Pupils, for example, have taken part in fundraising activities for WWF 

and have raised money for Haiti. The students also do carol singing at Christmas to raise 

money for charities.  

Students were found to be highly engaged and particularly enjoyed competitions and letter 

writing. One student commented that „I enjoyed writing support letters knowing that I‟d help and 

make them feel better‟ regarding letters that they had written to prisoners for an Amnesty 

campaign
154

. Another noted that the class did a piece of work on child labour and „it made me 

really appreciate the fact that I‟m not in child labour and it really makes you reflect on that‟.
155

 

Competitions were said to be „a fun way to appreciate the fact that were not in the same 

situation that a lot of people are in‟. It is important to note that these activities may not reflect or 

result in global citizenship as has been defined by Oxfam.  

External Interventions
156

 

Staff at Rhodes Avenue have fairly limited contact with external organisations aside from 

fundraising events. Speakers tend to be direct contacts such as parents, one staff member 

commenting that „we have this amazing parent resource‟. The school did have one parent, for 

example, who was a former employee of Amnesty International (AI), run AI Junior Action 

activities, which included letter writing and talks for the children. The children in fact wrote to 

President Santos in Colombia. In addition, pupils have written protest songs about specific 

human rights. One further speaker they‟ve had is in fact one of their school governors, who 

works on sustainability at Aviva. The Governor came in a talked to Year 6 pupils about 
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sustainability. A staff member interviewed noted that the school does try to engage speakers, 

commenting that „we‟re always keen to get people in as children seem to respond well to having 

someone who isn‟t their teacher coming in; also these people are knowledgeable – we can‟t be 

experts in everything‟. As well as speakers, the school has engaged with certain campaigns, as 

noted above, taking part in the Young Human Rights Reporter of the Year for Amnesty 

International. The school has further worked with Shelter and the Go-Givers website on 

fundraising events.  

In terms of the extent to which the school‟s approach to global citizenship been shaped by 

interventions, programmes and resources from external organisations, staff felt that the 

underlying school focus on global learning pre-dated interventions. One interviewee commented 

that „there‟s always been an idea that it‟s implicit, the idea of what makes a good citizen look 

after each other and the world and how you can make a difference – that‟s the ethos of the 

school‟. It seems that the school management are also particularly interested in global learning 

and that interest drives activities.  

Oxfam’s Role and Impact at Rhodes Avenue School
157

 

Rhodes Avenue‟s relationship with Oxfam is a fairly new one, and the school management is 

currently in the process of integrating certain global learning elements in the new curriculum to 

be instituted from September. Oxfam have undertaken visits to the school, and programme 

team members have done workshops, for example, with Year 6 pupils on Syria. It was felt that 

global learning and global citizenship activities are now „more explicit now in that it‟s discussed 

with the children rather than assumed‟ and that since working with Oxfam, global citizenship has 

perhaps become more visible in the school.  

Regarding resources, staff at Rhodes Avenue noted that resources generally have be adapted 

to be age and topic appropriate. A teacher interviewed commented that „when resources are 

made available and they‟re easy and accessible we liking having them at the classroom level, 

but it‟s very time consuming to collate and research, so it‟s useful when there are easily 

accessible resources that you can then adapt; they‟re a starting point‟. Another staff member 

noted that they „have to be careful as sometimes some of the resources are pitched at 

secondary school children‟. Oxfam‟s resources were, however, found to be relevant, one 

teaching commenting that „a lot of them are very current which is great as it‟s often very easy to 

find resources about things from the past but it‟s great to have resources for current affairs‟.  

In terms of future working, there was some concern expressed by one staff member in terms of 

sustainability of the project in the event of the departure of the global citizenship lead. It was felt 

that it will be important, therefore, to embed global citizenship learning into the curriculum. The 

respondent noted that the programme would work „if it‟s embedded and in the curriculum and as 

long as resources don‟t get stale‟. Another staff member suggested that they children may drive 

future work, noting that work with Oxfam would „be sustainable because once children start 

discussing those issues from an early age, it then becomes easier because they‟re used to it 

and by the time they get older you‟re not having to teach those initial skills as they‟ll have them‟.  

Challenges in Incorporating Global Citizenship
158

 

Staff interviewed at Rhodes Avenue noted that time was always a challenge when looking at 

incorporating global citizenship into the „overcrowded curriculum‟. There was also seen to be a 

challenge incorporating global citizenship aspects into topics that are not directly related. One 

staff member commented that they „dedicated a whole term to a topic that encouraged that as 

the topic work was global citizenship work in a sense, but if your topic is something totally 

different, it‟s hard to find the time and make the connections; so if you‟re doing the Egyptians, 

for example, there‟s not necessarily such an obvious link‟.  

One staff member further noted that getting teachers on board could be a challenge. The 

respondent stated that a challenge may be „convincing the teachers that it is important, that we 
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have to prepare the kids for the 21st century – they might be working in China, their [the 

children‟s] workplace might be totally different; we‟re slowly getting there‟.  

Suggestions for Future Activities
159

 

Suggestions for future activities from staff focused on resources that may be made available to 

schools, and in particular age-appropriate resources. One interviewee noted that „when you 

have high quality resources and something that helps the teachers, they will adapt it and take it 

on board [but global citizenship] is not always deemed to be primary [level learning]‟. It was 

further suggested that resources could be more „plug and go‟ in order that teachers can easily 

download PowerPoint presentations that they can then adapt. Another staff member noted that 

teachers need to familiarise themselves with resources available, suggesting that some training 

or guidance could be given to schools and teachers in order that they can more easily navigate 

Oxfam‟s website.  

In terms of activities for students, pupils expressed a great interest for finding creative ways to 

raise money and awareness. One pupil said that they‟d „like to paint something that really gets 

out a message, like something to do with art‟ and another suggested making „an animation of 

something to help‟. Another innovative suggestion made by a girl pupil was giving people an 

online game „that tells them information about it but also where they have to choose something 

in the game so it might encourage them to do that in real life‟. There was definitely a distinct 

desire to do more in terms of awareness- raising, one last pupil commenting that they‟d „like to 

do more stuff that really gets out to the world like that we really need to wake up on this issue 

and help those people as they‟re just like all of us and they deserve all that we have‟.  

Sir John Lawes 

Sir John Lawes secondary school in Harpenden, Hertfordshire, has, as of September 2013, 928 

pupils, 5.1% of which are eligible for and take FSM. It now has Academy status and, in its 

current form, has not as yet been assessed by Ofsted. Before becoming an Academy, the 

school was rated as „outstanding‟ by Ofsted in 2008.  

School Background and Approach to Global Learning
160

 

The school has had a formal approach to global citizenship since 2006/07, precipitated by a visit 

from Ofsted and an ensuing inspection of sustainability: „that made us look at all those issues 

and since then we‟ve had a big focus on global citizenship and our role in the wider community‟. 

Part of the school‟s vision for students is that „they will look up, across and out, rather than just 

down at what they‟re doing‟.  

The general approach of the school has been to think globally, but to take a local, specific 

focus. This is a „very strong aspect of our school and its sense of ethos and purpose‟.  

Institutional Capacity and Interest
161

 

The school‟s global learning co-ordinator has been „massively influential‟ and training appears 

to have been a key part of this: „one of the things we did early in her career, with the local 

authority, is [to make] her an advanced skills teacher for the global dimension and she‟s done a 

huge amount of work in school and out of school‟. The global learning co-ordinator supports 

new staff in the area of global citizenship: „if you‟re a teacher of design and technology, you 

maybe haven‟t had that much exposure to the global dimension, so some of it will come down to 

the individual member of staff, so sometimes staff are partnered or buddied with others… 

Sometimes it‟s just about raising their awareness. It‟s something we have to do as it‟s not part 

of teacher training.‟ 

One key factor has been the buy-in from young people: „nothing works in a school if the children 

don‟t really buy into it‟. Staff are also keen on global citizenship issues: „we have got a staff here 
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that are really keen to do anything. In some school cultures these things wouldn‟t take.‟ 

Teachers tend to be responsive to ideas on global citizenship: they are „generally willing to go 

out of their comfort zones and do something different‟. Leadership support is critical, and the 

global learning co- ordinator gets direct sign-off on ideas and proposals from leadership.  

Whole School Approaches
162

 

According to staff, the school has adopted a whole school approach to global learning. 

According to one member of staff, „we even re-did the school‟s strapline, which is now 

“Education for a Changing World”‟. Areas incorporated by the school include fair trade, green 

flag and responsible citizenship: „what is nice is that a lot of it comes from the children. There‟s 

an eco group and an Amnesty group and an Oxfam group.‟ 

Other activities include an International Enrichment Day in which each year group takes part in 

different activities or topic areas such as the United Nations and business issues for the third 

world. As part of the United Nations debate this year, Year 10 pupils were given countries and 

had to research their stance on nuclear weapons; they were nominated to speak on behalf of 

their country. English teachers ran sessions on how to present themselves and what 

makes a good speech. „We all went into the hall and it was set up like a UN debate.‟ The school 

sometimes gets involved in Fairtrade Fortnight.  

According to one of the members of staff, „you sometimes have to be a bit careful as you could 

end up having a bake sale every week. There‟s no good everybody raising 50p. It‟s better to 

focus. There‟s a huge amount going on and some of that is extra-curricular.‟ Groups tend to be 

pupil-led and staff are there to support and guide, rather than lead. The school also encourages 

students to enrich others‟ learning, for example by getting members of the Year 9 or 10 Oxfam 

group to deliver a lesson for Year 7 classes. Sixth formers are also involved in running global 

citizenship activities for Year 7: „we really liked the format of the sixth formers being peer 

educators‟.  

The school has re-evaluated its approach to global citizenship learning when it has gone 

through the reaccreditation process for the international school award. The school‟s ACE values 

– Achievement, Care and Excellence – are displayed in all its classrooms. Global citizenship 

„fits into all those things but specifically into Care‟. The approach of the leadership team is to 

make global citizenship opportunities attractive to teachers so that they want to buy into it: „there 

has to be enough interest being generated…. 90% of this is on top of the day job – staff are like 

the students; you can‟t make them buy into it just by saying “you must do this”. You have to 

make it attractive.‟ Teachers have the opportunity, for example, to teach in a partner school in 

Zambia, and students have the opportunity to participate in exchanges. This sharing of 

resources helps „develop both of our schools respectively to develop our understanding and 

awareness‟.  

The whole school approach appears to be critical in ensuring that knowledge and ambition are 

not lost with changes in staff structure, and in putting the onus on the staff to lead activities: 

„when we do the whole school things, we all have to lead, so you have to have looked at the 

resources and engaged with the materials… Sustainability is really important to us, as it‟s no 

good if people leave and with them goes that knowledge and impetus.‟ 

Classroom-Based Approaches
163

 

There is a mix of specific approaches, such as International Enrichment Day, and tailoring other 

subjects to global citizenship: the global learning co-ordinator „audits across the whole thing – 

so she‟ll remind people that “if you‟re tidying a particular text, could you touch on certain 

things?”. Just reminders. Everybody touches base with it in their teaching.‟ 

Teachers are expected to do activities on International Enrichment Day, and during the rest of 

the year, schemes of learning are audited: „we highlight where opportunities come up and we 
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expect teachers not to ignore it‟. Global citizenship learning „can‟t be a bolt-on in every lesson‟. 

The global learning co-ordinator sometimes attends middle leaders‟ meetings, at which she 

raises points for the Heads of Faculty to consider in classroom-based approaches. „In 

languages, we‟ve talked about making more of, and making the links more specific, between 

French speaking countries in Africa. Sometimes you have to make those links for them as the 

text books don‟t really do it for you.‟ 

Global citizenship topics are taught within Citizenship and PHSE, which students know as Life 

Skills. Topics are covered in half term blocks. Community is one such topic that is important for 

global citizenship: „that‟s an understanding of how we‟re part of a community and what links we 

have to other people around us‟. Other key topics induce prejudice, discrimination and 

children‟s rights: „with children‟s rights, we look at this around global environmental issues and 

then we come into a bigger unit on children‟s rights and then a unit on human rights in Year 9. It 

keeps building and progressing.‟ Global news is often used as a basis for lesson planning, for 

example on the Syria conflict or girls‟ education in Afghanistan: „even though the curriculum is 

requiring us to focus on things around British or UK citizenship, we‟re always linking in with the 

bigger picture‟.  

Pedagogy is important in enabling teachers to implement global citizenship resources; with the 

appropriate pedagogical skills, teachers „can quite quickly adapt to material if they‟re signposted 

well to it‟.  

Student Perception of Global Citizenship and Global Issues
164

 

Definitions of global citizenship made by students included an understanding of somebody‟s 

participation in work affairs and about how they fit in; being an active global citizen; and being 

responsible. Poverty was understood as being a relative term, to the extent that its definition is 

subjective. The level of understanding of global citizenship issues was reasonably 

sophisticated; one young person said: „in places like Africa, people assume that there‟s only 

poor people in them and they don‟t really understand that there‟s also rich people, which is part 

of the reason that people are so poor – because there‟s a difference‟. Another commented that 

„it‟s more to do with inequality than poverty‟.  

Issues of importance to students included education, gender equality, racial equality, crime and 

politics, the war in Syria, provision of resources for increasing populations, recycling and waste, 

inequality, deforestation and climate change. One student pointed out that „it‟s a little difficult for 

us to campaign on climate change with our MP being a climate-sceptic – that makes any sort of 

campaign a little less rewarding‟. Big companies were singled out by one of the participants, 

who described how they „are using the forests for their own good and not thinking about the 

longer term effects for the world‟.  

Young people‟s influences on the development of their understanding of global citizenship 

included: 

• Geography for global issues, and Life Skills for local issues.  

• Newspapers and television.  

• Parents.  

• Political rapping/songwriting: one commented that „even if I don‟t agree with everything he‟s 

saying, it kind of makes me think that there are different views on certain things‟; another 

pointed out that pop culture messages can be quite contrived and oversimplified.  

• Reading real life accounts and books.  

• Oxfam‟s Youth Ambassadors Group („some of the information they provide, you might not 

find elsewhere‟).  

• Oxfam‟s life stories and case studies.  

• Oxfam‟s website and the internet.  
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Students in one of the focus groups were not very clear about the activities that they had 

covered at a classroom level. They mentioned listing the charities they knew and a topic on 

child soldiers. Where there was clarity, however, was around real life involvement. One student 

mentioned some work she remembered from Year 8 on Zambia: „a couple of the teachers had 

obviously been there and so it was potentially more real than someone just sitting and reading a 

pre-prepared PowerPoint from someone who doesn‟t know… I remember it being more real 

than a lot of stuff.‟ In the other focus group, a variety of classes and examples were raised, 

including malnutrition as part of A level geography, and debates in humanities subjects and Life 

Skills.  

Assemblies received mention as the main area of global citizenship learning outside the 

classroom. Giving lessons to other year groups was also mentioned: „I think it was good for both 

sides… because the people who were being taught were obviously learning, and we also got to 

learn more about it because we were researching‟. Mock trials in magistrates‟ courts received 

positive feedback from one of the focus groups, as did the school‟s International Enrichment 

Day. „In the mock trial, I think I learnt more than I did in the classroom because we learnt lots of 

speaking skills… and also listening skills from being a magistrate.‟ Many of the young people 

were involved in activities related to global citizenship outside school. These mainly related to 

fundraising for charities. One student was on the Harpenden Youth Town Council, also doing 

fundraising activity. Another participated in the Zambia exchange, where she helped teach in a 

community school.  

The skills and knowledge that young people felt they had learned through in-school global 

citizenship classes and activities included: 

• Teamwork and organisation skills.  

• The ability to understand how people feel in different situations; empathy.  

• Confidence in presenting.  

Activities were felt to be more effective in general when they involved interaction with others. 

Confidence and leadership skills were particularly mentioned by those who had been involved in 

Youth Ambassador Groups.  

Impact of Global Learning: Skills, Knowledge and Values
165

 

One of the Sir John Lawes team suggested that its whole school approach to global citizenship 

had a significant impact on its students: „Harpenden is a very white, middle-class small town 

and there‟s not much diversity here. Ten years ago, everything [the pupils] thought was on a 

much smaller scale. Now we‟re looking more externally at the wider world and the bigger picture 

and they are becoming more confident as people in themselves who can do something. They 

do actually think they should do something.‟ 

There has been an impact in „speaking and listening and in the ability to argue and express an 

opinion, and to do it in a way that is considerate of the audience. Some of them will go and talk 

to the local MP or will go and talk to older people at the Harpenden fair trade thing – they have 

got more mature in the way they deal with these things. And there‟s a big trade-off in 

independence and a sense that they can make a difference – they have a right to be listened to. 

We see that across the board.‟ 

It is difficult, according to one of the staff, to measure changes in values, although there are 

children who have learning difficulties and disabilities who are „very well integrated and that 

must be due to something. I‟m not sure if you can draw a dotted line between the international 

work and that, but I think that thinking about others can only help.‟ Global citizenship work is 

also thought to contribute to relatively low levels of bullying. „We have a lot of older students 

who are very engaged and that comes through their experience from the learning…. In some 

respects, they‟re better equipped than we are and they know the background to the issues.‟ 
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Measuring attitudes and awareness is equally difficult, but there is anecdotal evidence from 

school staff that students have a good awareness of global issues, that they are supportive of 

projects and that they get involved. Students are „becoming more demanding‟ in the area of 

global citizenship. They are „really interested: I think their interest is developed through the 

whole school approach but we have things going on all the time‟. One of the staff commented 

that „with attitude, there‟s proclivity to get involved and do things – definitely‟.  

External Interventions
166

 

The school has worked with various external organisations, including Harpenden Town Council 

on fair trade; Send My Friend; and Amnesty. As mentioned above, the initial move to a global 

citizenship approach was precipitated by Ofsted. Ofsted sent the school a sustainability 

framework: „we then realised that we had a load of stuff that fit into that framework. What the 

framework did was give us a coherence that we hadn‟t had previously – we didn‟t have a picture 

of what was happening with the school before.‟ 

In Year 11, the school runs the Giving Nation challenge in association with the Citizenship 

Foundation: „they provide start-up cash so that each of the Year 11 classes over a period of a 

half term have the challenge. . to come up with a project to benefit the local or wider community. 

They sometimes raise money for a charity or start a social enterprise or a campaign of some 

sort, and they have to bring that together as a class and produce something.‟ External speakers 

come in to talk to the sixth form, including on development issues. Amnesty resources are 

popular for work on human rights. External resources are „definitely helpful‟.  

Projects with an additional element of motivation tend to have seen greater success: „when we 

did some of the Send My Friend… [it] gave us the opportunity to go to the European Parliament 

in Brussels and to Kenya to make a documentary – because there were some high profile 

opportunities there, that gave a pizzazz and a cachet for what‟s going on. I know that‟s not the 

reason to do it, but the extra motivation helps.‟ This documentary was the result of a visit to 

ActionAid, at which the school was asked whether it would be interested in participating in the 

film. The school was also involved with the J8, which is a junior version of the G8 run by Unicef. 

„Some of the kids that are a bit more sceptical think, “well, actually, these kids are doing stuff – 

they are getting to go places”.‟ 

The initial school partnership with Zambia was funded by the British Council. The four year 

funding came to an end before any partnership with Oxfam, but the school remains in contact 

with its partner school there.  

Oxfam’s Role and Impact at Sir John Lawes
167

 

The Oxfam group run by pupils has been particularly active; they recently did a staff version of 

Strictly Come Dancing, which raised almost £1,000, and run assemblies and displays; they 

have also designed lessons for tutors („sometimes I have to constrain them as I‟m like, “tutors 

can‟t always do Oxfam stuff!”‟). The group has expanded from six or seven to 15 to 20 regular 

students.  

Year 8 worked with Oxfam shops in Harpenden on Oxfam Unwrapped. Year 7 is currently 

involved in an Oxfam project with a group of pupil premium students: „we‟ve targeted those 

students in year seven as they‟re vulnerable and as a way of encouraging them to get involved‟. 

There are Youth Ambassador Groups, although they are still known within the school as Youth 

Action Groups: „the rest of the school wouldn‟t recognise that name, so there‟s no point 

rebadging it internally‟. Oxfam has had a more hands on role than other external organisations, 

which have tended to be accessed solely for resources, funding or competitions.  

In the student focus groups, Oxfam was named several times (unprompted) as a positive 

resource for global citizenship activities.
168
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Oxfam‟s resources have been useful to the school.‟ Short but well made videos‟ on the Oxfam 

website received a particular mention: they „generated a lot of discussion, and there were things 

that weren‟t highlighted but that the students picked out straight away, like the fact that the 

same water they would drink was also used for a toilet. There was no voiceover – it was a 

young girl being interviewed, just explaining how she lived – we found those really useful.‟ The 

pictures section of the website is useful for making displays, and the frequently asked questions 

section is also helpful (particularly in the fact that they are not too long). The website in general 

is „very good and [students] can find answers very easily‟. One respondent pointed out that it 

was mainly the children, rather than the teachers, who were using the resources. One of the 

interviewees pointed out, however, that the need for topical resources means that the shelf life 

on certain resources is finite: „it‟s important, though, as it‟s hard for teachers to find that 

information, to make it relevant and accurate, and put all of that together‟.  

Oxfam „has a credibility and a brand that is respected‟. This brand has helped both pupils and 

parents to buy into activities. Direct contact with Oxfam has also been beneficial: „The chap that 

came and talked about Oxfam Unwrapped was able to talk tot hem about places he had visited. 

He was telling them about money that could buy you training for a beekeeper or “build a bog”. 

That‟s important as then they can ask questions from someone who‟s been to those countries. 

It‟s important, the support we get from Oxfam.‟ 

One of the school staff members suggested that Oxfam and other external organisations do not 

shape the school‟s approach to global citizenship. Instead, the school is able to „tap into existing 

things that can shape the things you want to do‟. Resources and programme activities, 

however, have underpinned implementation: „I don‟t think you can do it without those things. If 

the [students] are not seeing the projects in action and where these places are, they I can‟t see 

that you can really do it and you can‟t give them a sense of what it‟s like…. Without all of those 

resources they can‟t get a sense of why it‟s important and how it works.‟ 

„I‟ve been very positive about all the interactions we‟ve had with Oxfam.‟ The Oxfam team has 

also been „very responsive… We did the first project and John responded straight away, and 

with the new one, Send My Friend, he can back with “what about this and what about that?”, 

and he‟d made links with other people and saying that there are case studies – loads of things 

that we wouldn‟t necessarily think about.‟ 

„I think sometimes there‟s a bit of “we‟d like to do this by then” and we‟re like “really!”.‟ 

Challenges in Incorporating Global Citizenship
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The volume of information and activities is challenging: „we‟re constantly trying to put a quart 

into a pint pot. The other thing is trying to avoid overloading the staff because you could literally 

audit for enterprise one week and global issues the next week, and people get really fed up. 

The pressure for us school leaders is trying to keep staff enthusiastic about these things and to 

ensure staff think it‟s important and not just box-ticking exercise.‟ There are competing priorities 

which affect the extent to which global citizenship education can be implemented: „realistically, 

in terms of school priorities and INSET times, there are other things that need to be prioritised 

within that time‟.  

Sometimes global citizenship can become less of a priority for students, as it is mainly taught 

within Life Skills which is not examined: „we notice that more at Key Stage 4 where they‟re 

preparing for lots of GCSEs‟.  

Balancing the utility of external resources with potential agendas is also a challenge. „One thing 

that‟s always in the back of your mind is that the resources produced by organisations are 

promoting an agenda in some way, and it‟s how to make sure that you‟re being balanced and 

encouraging critical thinking, which is an important part of global citizenship, yet at the same 

time making the most of the resources available to you.‟ The staff member who raised this point 

likened it to McDonalds – you should not be pushing an organisation‟s ethos, she suggested. 
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„You‟ve got kids who are very well meaning and want to make a difference, and they‟ll be sold 

something, but they won‟t necessarily step back and thing for themselves…. It‟s about making 

sure they‟ve really thought through the issue for themselves, especially for the younger ones.‟ 

Suggestions for Future Activities
170

 

One of the school staff highlighted the HertsCam model, which is a partnership between 

Hertfordshire and Cambridge University through which the school does teacher-led 

development work. Teachers share their own work at networking events; people do manned 

displays, there are structured activities, presentations and seminars. „It‟s not about showcasing 

what you do or “best practice” but it‟s more “next practice”. It‟s more about, “this is what we‟re 

trying to develop at our school and where are all of you with this, and does that trigger any 

thoughts?”. I don‟t see any reason why Oxfam can‟t initiative something like this. Oxfam should 

go to a HertsCam event.‟ 

Campaign-linked resources are particularly useful: „if you‟re tapping into something where the 

students think, “well, I‟m doing something” and sensing that you‟re part of a bigger project that 

different people are contributing to, that‟s really helpful and more likely to pull students in‟.  

Additional resources for English, maths and science would be useful in terms of activities which 

incorporate global learning but are really relevant to those subjects: „it‟s out there, but it‟s not 

necessarily easy to access‟. Incorporating global learning into Geography or Citizenship is more 

straightforward; other subjects need additional support.  

St Mary Magdalene Academy 

St Mary Magdalene Academy, based in Islington, central London, is a secondary school with 

1,145 pupils, as of September 2013, 26.2% of which are eligible for free school meals and 

23.3% of which take them. The school‟s 2013 Ofsted rating was „good‟, which was consistent 

across all areas. Key strengths include the school‟s success in bringing children with skills 

below expectations for their age in line with the national average by the end of Year 6 and the 

extra help provided to pupils requiring it to reduce the attainment gap between pupil groups. 

Teaching assistants and support workers are also seen as an asset to the Academy, as is 

pupils‟ „spiritual, moral, social and cultural development‟. The governing body and school 

leaders are also credited with having high ambitions for the school. Weaknesses include poor 

attendance by some pupils
171

.  

School Background and Approach To Global Learning
172

 

St Mary Magdalene has had a specialism in globalism for many years, and reportedly takes an 

active stance on promoting global citizenship. The school‟s approach is two-fold, in class-based 

teaching and through drop-down days. Global learning is taught in discrete subjects, including 

citizenship, geography and in Years 7 and 8 through an integrated humanities programme. The 

teaching timetable is further suspended on drop-down days, where particular year groups 

undertake learning on specific topics such as globalisation. The school also occasionally invites 

speakers to drop-down days; Deloitte, for example, have conducted talks to the students about 

globalisation and Brazil.  

Institutional Capacity and Interest
173

 

Interest in teaching about global citizenship was said to be „high‟ across the school. A „working 

party‟ of teachers has been put together to inform best ways of integrating globalism into 

teaching and wider school activities. The aim is to approach global learning „in more of a 

methodical way‟; one teacher commented that „we‟re not looking at the curriculum anymore as 

globalism is quite well embedded in that but what we‟re doing is we‟re now looking at 

approaches to charity and our international skills‟. The working group further intends that 
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students will have more ownership over charity selection for fundraising in order that there is 

more of a direct impact throughout the school.  

One member of staff noted the high interest in that they „got a really good response from 

teachers [to be part of] the working party, and that‟s their own time; that‟s something they just 

want to do and it was a really good spread of teachers across the board‟. One staff member did, 

however, note that „there is a lot of interest out there [in the school] but the problem is that we‟re 

not measured on it – we‟re measured on exam performance and exam results, and in teaching 

as in every job there‟s always a pressure on time and you can never do everything you want to 

do; some of these global things lose out in the battle of time over exam result performance‟.  

Staff felt that they had the institutional capacity, yet may perhaps need more time on quality 

control of resource use. One interviewee noted that „as a teacher I know how to tap into those 

and use them for a school, so as a school I think we know there is lots out there, but the real 

thing is doing a quality control on what‟s out there as not everything is good quality‟. The 

integration of global learning was also said to be impacted by teachers‟ planning, one 

respondent commenting that „with kids coming out of the classroom, it‟s the willingness of the 

teacher and the willingness of the kids – if it‟s during the day, they may be missing stuff‟.  

Whole School Activities
174

 

Whole school activities at St Mary Magdalene are driven by the school‟s globalism focus. 

Activities are normally run within the school house system, where assemblies are held and 

occasionally presented by students on specific global issues. Fundraising undertaken will also 

be linked into assemblies in order that reporting of events can be made to the whole school. 

Whole school assemblies led by teaching staff and management also occasionally focus on 

global issues. One staff member noted that „the chaplain did an assembly on Syria and that 

then linked into the students fundraising for Syria‟. In addition to whole school assemblies and 

fundraising events, St Mary Magdalene is also linked to several international schools.  

Though fundraising events do take place, the onus was said to be on awareness-raising among 

students. One interviewee commented that „one of the things we‟re keen on is not to fundraise 

for fundraising sake – it‟s about bringing in issues (rather than just fundraising) and that‟s 

sometimes more meaningful for the students‟.  

As noted above, the school also has drop-down days, the format of which is normally led by 

various workshops that the children attend. Themes for drop-down days can be conflict 

resolution, multi-faith days, and the „who are we‟ day, undertaken by Year 7 pupils at the 

beginning of the year. The „who are we‟ day investigates pupils‟ family lineage and identity. As 

noted by one staff member, „the kids then produce something at the end of the day like dance, 

they did food – someone did about South African food, and then they all come together at the 

end and do a presentation about what they‟ve learned‟.  

There was found to be a direct impact of whole school activities on pupils‟ knowledge, values 

and attitudes. Students were often said to ask questions and instigate discussions around topics 

introduced in assemblies. One teacher noted that „we‟ll come back and I‟ll ask them a question 

or they‟ll ask me a question, and that can be days later, and that shows they‟re thinking about it 

and internalising it‟. Another staff member felt that there had been „quite a high impact‟ from 

whole school events, which can especially be seen when the pupils elect charities for 

fundraising that are „closest to their heart‟.  

Classroom-Based Approaches
175

 

Classroom-based approaches to global learning are currently in a state of flux, due to the 

introduction of a new curriculum for September 2014. There are specific subject areas, 

however, where global citizenship and global learning have been integrated into the school 

curriculum, as follows: 
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• Geography: teachers cover areas such as development and equality in geography classes. 

Staff members reported that they had, for example, looked at case studies such as the 

inequities in Mumbai.  

• Citizenship: though there was found to be a general focus on Britain and British institutions, 

students also learn about the UN and the Millennium Development Goals in citizenship 

classes. In addition, Year 10 students look at NGOs and the Millennium Development Goals, 

and what are the best ways to deal with global issues. It was suggested that „by the time you 

get to year ten they‟re able to cope with looking at those quite complicated concepts‟. Year 

11 students also have to do a controlled assessment project in citizenship. Aspects of that 

project include advocacy, and local and global issues.  

• Science: there is some international linkage in science classes. One staff member noted that 

they „did a project on volcanoes and then send it to the Mexican kids‟. There is also a project 

on vaccination and malaria.  

• Teaching staff aim for global learning to be related to the pupils. One staff member, for 

example, noted that „we always try to relate it back so it‟s not remote, so for example with 

malaria you can still get that if you go on holiday and there are mosquitoes around – we 

don‟t just talk about malaria that it‟s just in Africa and it‟s never going to affect you‟. Pupils 

were found to be aware of impacts due to such classes, one teacher commenting that „we 

talk about the spread of disease across the world and things like that [and] they do see the 

impact; if you speak to them about global issues, especially the upper years, there‟s more of 

an impact‟.  

Student Perception of Global Citizenship and Global Issues
176

 

Students at St Mary Magdalene Academy demonstrated a good understanding of global 

citizenship and poverty as a whole. Students mainly associated poverty with not having a lot of 

money and not being „financially stable‟. Poverty was mainly connected to Africa and was 

further associated with not having a lot of food. Students felt that education, having access to 

clean water and having a job were very important global issues. As in other schools surveyed, 

pupils gathered most of their knowledge about global poverty from the media, namely adverts 

on television, and from posters displayed in bus shelters for example.  

Impact of Global Learning: Skills, Knowledge and Values
177

 

Though students at St Mary Magdalene took part in few activities outside of school, the school‟s 

focus on globalism and activities undertaken at the whole school level have clearly impacted on 

the children. Students are highly engaged in and interested by fundraising activities that 

undertake every year. Students have complete ownership over the process of electing charities 

to support that clearly motivates them in any fund-raising activities they do. Global learning and 

yearly events has not only engaged the pupils but has also impacted on their awareness and 

understanding of global poverty. One student commented that school activities have made them 

aware that „we‟re quite lucky to have what we have‟. Presentational skills have also increased 

and engaged pupils, one student noting that they „liked the things we did in citizenship, like 

presentations to the class and then if we get through we do it to the school – I enjoyed that‟. 

Pupils clearly enjoyed whole school activities and suggested that school fairs and whole 

fundraising days are the most fun ways to integrate relevant global citizenship activities.  

External Interventions
178

 

The Academy has worked with several external agencies over recent years, mainly through 

fundraising activities. St Mary Magdalene has, for example, worked with Age Concern and 

Magic Me and is currently working with Citizens UK.  

There is an agreed formal partnership in place with Deloitte, who are investing in the school for 

two years. Deloitte carry out mentoring with the children as well as providing careers days and 

preparation for work day days. They have further run a globalisation day focused on Brazil, for 
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current relevance, and are scheduled to repeat the same day next year. Staff were not aware of 

any other external organisations who came into the school to deliver talks for students.  

The school‟s focus on globalism was said to pre-date any work with external organisations due 

to global learning being „part of the ethos‟ of the school. One staff member did additionally 

comment that they needed to ensure that they weren‟t swayed by external agendas. The 

teacher noted that „most external organisations have their own agenda: „I think that‟s something 

we have to be quite confident about, that we set the agenda and use the external organisations 

in a way that helps us and benefits our students‟.  

Oxfam’s Role and Impact at St Mary Magdalene Academy
179

 

Oxfam has worked with the St Mary Magdalene Academy on various initiatives to date. 

Activities have included, for example, making Christmas ornaments in a textiles class, which 

were then displayed and sold in an Oxfam shop. This was said to have a direct impact on the 

pupils involved, one teacher noting that the students „really loved that because they could see 

that it wasn‟t that they just made these things – they could see the impact of making stuff for a 

reason‟. Oxfam further organise days at the school, for example letter writing to Malala. 

Regarding engagement in activities, there were evidently time constraints for teachers, one staff 

member noting that „we‟ll look at some things and think we might be able to do it or do sections 

of it but we won‟t be able to do some‟.  

It was noted that resources produced by Oxfam were relevant to teaching needs, but that 

teachers adapted resources and selected only those relevant parts. One staff member noted 

that „I think they are quite relevant, the snippets I‟ve used, but I think that‟s partly because we 

pick and choose; the ones I‟ve used are relevant and the ones I don‟t use aren‟t relevant‟. It 

was also noted that it‟s important that resources fit into the curriculum to make them easier to 

use. One staff member commented that „[resources] have to fit in with what we do – we can‟t 

just blanket use resources‟.  

Challenges in Incorporating Global Citizenship
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As in other schools, time constraints were mentioned in relation to incorporating global 

citizenship into the curriculum. One teacher noted that „I think the only [challenge] is the time 

restraint in that you can‟t fit everything in that you want to‟.  

The change in curriculum focus has also had an impact on guidance available at the national 

level. The Government, for example, provided guidelines for incorporating schemes of work, 

such as sustainability, which are now no longer formally in use. One staff member noted that 

„when we started it was about embedding it so people were putting things into schemes of work 

[and] they came from the set of guidelines that the Government gave out – you don‟t need to 

use them now; when we started seven years ago that was something that was definitely there 

and that the Government wanted you to use‟. It was noted, however, that despite changes at 

the national level and the fading out of schools having specialisms, St Mary Magdalene has 

maintained their specialism „as we think that‟s one of the things that drives us and we‟ve got a 

lot of linked schools that we‟re trying to re-connect with and do projects‟.  

Suggestions for Future Activities
181

 

Teaching staff interviewed suggested that subject-specific case studies may be useful for 

teaches that link directly to the syllabus. One staff member noted that „something that‟s really 

useful is specific stories so it‟s something that the students identify with, particularly if you‟re 

looking at stories of people of similar age groups for the younger years, like Year 7 and 8‟. 

Students were said to perhaps be overwhelmed when thinking about the impact on large 

numbers of people; one teacher noted that „if you‟re talking about a large number of people you 

get this apathetic view that it‟s too overwhelming whereas if you talk about the life of an 

individual, it‟s much easier for students to pick up on and identify with‟. It was also suggested 
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that print-outs be provided in formats that can be edited „because often these things are in these 

huge pdf booklets and it‟s very rare that we‟d want to be able to use all of it but it‟s useful if we 

can chop and change‟.  

Lesson plans were found to be not as useful due to the large amount of editing that teachers 

need to do to make resources fit the context accurately. One staff member said: „if it‟s 

something you‟ve produced, you‟ll always have your kids in the back of your mind [and] 

obviously when you get outside resources you always have to adapt them to fit you and I don‟t 

know whether sometimes that‟s harder or whether it‟s easier just to produce your own set of 

stuff‟.  

More interactive activities were, however, found to be very useful for teachers. One staff 

member stated that „the interactive things are good as we don‟t have the technology or know-

how to do those but they‟re very engaging for young people and some of the videos are very 

useful because it‟s stuff we can‟t create in-house‟.  

One staff member finally commented on the work needed for the requirement of being a 

specialist school tied to an external organisation. The interviewee noted that „one of the issues 

is that a lot of the projects want schools to be specialists of globalism and then get those 

schools to spread it throughout the boroughs (that seems to be happening with quite a few 

companies); the issue with that is timing as you‟ve then got to have a set of evenings free to 

train everybody and obviously you‟ve got to then make the resources and then evaluate it, so it 

is that time to plan it and plan it well so it‟s not an ad hoc thing and then evaluate it‟. The time 

pressures that teachers are under reportedly make this extra workload very difficult. It was 

suggested that such external organisations „have a dedicated amount of time with you to plan it 

all‟ and should form longer term partnerships, for two years for example, in order that „it gets 

embedded and you get good resources from it‟.  

From the pupils‟ perspective, more whole school fundraising activities, such as fairs, were the 

most fun way to engage with global citizenship.  

Tetherdown 

Tetherdown School is a community primary school based in Haringey, North London. As of 

September 2013, it had 420 pupils, 2.4% of which are eligible for FSM and 2.1% of which take 

FSM. Its 2013 Ofsted rating was „good‟, with pupil behaviour and safety rated „excellent‟. Its 

strengths also lie in its leadership, who are „positive role models‟ and who monitor, evaluate and 

support their teachers to improve both teaching skills and pupil achievement. Further, the 

school received positive feedback on its support for children for whom English is an additional 

language and those with disabilities, special educational needs or eligibility for the pupil 

premium. Its weaknesses include insufficient challenge for higher-attaining pupils
182

.  

School Background and Approach to Global Learning 

The staff is more diverse than the student body, which „reflects more of a wider community in 

London… [The previous headteacher] has been really good at bringing into the school what 

children might not necessarily have exposure to.‟
183

 

Institutional Capacity and Interest
184

 

The school has an international links co-ordinator who set up links, via a parent, with a school in 

Uganda. As outlined further below, Tetherdown‟s delivery of global citizenship learning is 

limited. „I don‟t feel that we have a diverse range of books and resources we can tap into here.‟ 

The reason for this, according to one of the staff, is that the school „say we don‟t have a lot of 

EAL students – in other schools, they‟ll have children from around the world, so they‟ll have lots 

of posters and things‟.  
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Tetherdown tends to take a topic-based approach to learning, „so there isn‟t a subject called 

Citizenship in this school… We don‟t have a list of “these are the global citizenship things we 

must cover in our school”. We look at the topic and then find a way to bring in other things.‟ 

Another teacher said that the school is following „the outdated citizenship guidelines‟ that it got 

from the Government; these principles are still being used and applied. „When I think about my 

curriculum development, that element is always somewhere embedded in the curriculum. That‟s 

also come from my training as well. There isn‟t anything explicit – we‟ve never been given 

anything explicit – but we do know that it‟s a really important principle that we should have.‟ 

The school is not well equipped to deliver global citizenship learning, according to one member 

of staff.‟ As an individual, I feel very well equipped. As a school, I don‟t think we‟ve got that 

many resources – a lot of stuff I‟ll bring in from home or order online.‟ Individual teachers have 

an interest; one of the interviewees said: „what I‟m trying to get the children to understand is that 

we are far more connected than we realise, and that whatever you do or buy or consume here 

is going to have an impact somewhere else in the world… I‟m trying to get the children to 

understand that we are more similar than different.‟ 

Teachers arrive in the school with expertise in areas related to global citizenship, but „we don‟t 

get the time to tap into each other‟s backgrounds and expertise‟. The interest of individual 

teachers, as opposed to institutional commitment, seems to be important to the extent to which 

global citizenship topics are incorporated into the curriculum. „As a teacher, you have elements 

of the curriculum you must teach, but I also know that most of us teachers who‟ve come in are 

teaching morals and ethics, and this is one element of it… I‟d like to think that most of the 

teachers at Tetherdown have the ability to integrate that into their curriculum subjects, because 

we really believe in a creative, holistic curriculum that we develop.‟ 

Whole School Activities
185

 

Tetherdown does not, according to one staff member, have a whole school approach. „I think 

there are elements of it that go on in certain sectors of the school.‟ There is an international 

week where the citizenship of children in the school is promoted, but the school is not ethnically 

diverse and „where there is mixed parentage, they tend to promote the European side more 

than the other side‟. There was some more global activity attached to the international week – 

each year was given a world region, for example – but „I feel there was so much more that we 

could have done with it, but the timing was off 

- it was during assessment time‟. The intention around international week was good, but it felt a 

„little tokenistic‟.  

Another member of staff suggested that the whole school approach is there, but it is not 

consistent. „It‟s pretty embedded in our year group… I know that we cover citizenship and global 

poverty in our topic about water, and we have a link with a school in Uganda and the kids raise 

money for them. Those kinds of things.‟ Black History Month was celebrated recently with 

drama, dance, activities and a cultural evening, although „this year we didn‟t do it as a whole 

school‟. The school also has a school council which is made up of Year 2 upwards: „they also 

raise a charity thing where they‟ll say “we want to raise money for this cause” and it could be 

something they‟ve heard about on the news, and is often so that they can help poor children 

somewhere else‟. The school council also works with two twin schools in Africa.  

The intention towards a whole school approach is there, but „maybe we need to go back to the 

drawing board with the curriculum and look at topics, and not just make it a specialised week 

but where you‟re using a wide variety of texts and a wide variety of materials consistently 

through all the topics that you do‟.  

Classroom-Based Approaches
186

 

There are some topics and themes on global citizenship, but these tend to be discrete and 

relatively few in number. Year 3 looks at India, Year 5 looks at issues around water and Year 6 
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does some work around Send My Friend. „In terms of an overall citizenship curriculum, it‟s 

happening in bits and pieces – it‟s not laid down in stone.‟ 

Global citizenship is also touched upon in other classroom activities. A Year 6 class, for 

example, recently did a topic on the Victorians, which focused on childhood: „we do a whole day 

where they have to act like Victorian children and we have a session on geography where they 

have to look at the Empire… They have to recite the colonies, and I talk to them as a person 

dressed up as a Victorian and someone who comes from ancestors whose country was 

colonised. We then open it up and ask, “Where did your families come from?”. We‟ve got 

children of mixed parentage. A lot of them, when they do their reflections in their book, say they 

were really surprised about the way people were treated or the sorts of resources that were 

taken away from those places. So it definitely gives them an introduction.‟ 

Sometimes global citizenship will be incorporated into other classroom activities, depending on 

what is happening in the media: „if something‟s linked to a topic we‟re doing, it will come up. 

We‟ll try and bring it in.‟ 

Student Perception of Global Citizenship and Global Issues
187

 

Some of the children have been „really shocked‟ by global citizenship learning, as „they are not 

aware of it‟. One member of staff said: „what I found was powerful was when the children had 

someone else who they were linked up with abroad. When they‟ve got that real person, [it‟s 

powerful]. Or even school to school stuff.‟ 

Impact of Global Learning: Skills, Knowledge and Values
188

 

Despite the global learning activities in Tetherdown being relatively limited, they have – 

according to one member of staff – led to increased knowledge among pupils, and „I think for 

some of them, there‟s much more of a celebration of their backgrounds and their diversity‟. At 

the start of Year 6, pupils do a lot of work on personal identity. This involves looking back two 

generations and looking at migration, country flags and the meanings behind it. „I definitely 

noticed a change, because at the beginning, everyone wanted to be European, but by the end it 

was all of a sudden very hip and cool to [be from elsewhere/to have family from elsewhere].‟ 

Individual initiatives have had an impact on the pupils who have been involved in them. „I just 

took 30 children to the Wembley concert recently and that had a massive impact, because they 

had speakers like Malala there, Richard Branson and pop star types. Those were all the 

children who took part in the Uganda project. That definitely had an impact – being in an arena 

with 7,000 other children and watching people like Malala coming out and hearing her story.‟ 

International weeks were felt by one member of staff to be superficial. „I find that when we do 

our topic about water, that has a greater, deeper impact on the children… We‟ve got a story 

about the long walk for water and then they write letters to children in Uganda, and then they 

write letters to MPs about water issues and poverty issues. That has a much greater impact and 

carries on for years.‟ 

One teacher suggested that it is very difficult to gauge impact, because „when we touch on it, 

it‟s almost like a light touch and it often is the charity side of things that isn‟t very helpful – it‟s 

just like they‟re the victims and we‟re the people that give them the money‟. The children are 

interested in discussion of issues, and one teacher had not seen any negative comments: „they 

usually genuinely want to help and they‟re keen to help. I don‟t think it is something that is 

sustained though.‟ 

External Interventions
189

 

As mentioned above, the school has been involved in international week, which is run by 

UNICEF, and is also involved in UNICEF‟s Day for Change. The school appears to be limited in 

the extent to which it engages external organisations. According to a member of staff, „in the 
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past, when I‟ve done initiatives in other schools, I have brought in Comic Relief and Send My 

Friend but I haven‟t done it here‟. This is partly a timetable issue; the teacher felt that there was 

very little capacity in which to do this. They do occasionally have external speakers in, for 

example a BBC journalist who gave a talk about Kenya. Another member of staff said that there 

were no externally delivered programme interventions of which she was aware.  

Oxfam’s Role and Impact at Tetherdown School
190

 

There has been no formal interaction or involvement with Oxfam Education & Youth. Teachers 

have engaged with Oxfam and its resources on a piecemeal basis. „When I was given the topic 

of water, I did just go out and research every lesson plan available, so I did go to Oxfam and 

WaterAid and all the places to research what there is, [identified what was] the best lesson plan 

and then take those on board and adapt them to that lesson. I know that‟s because I‟m 

interested in planning and making it exciting for the kids. To me, that‟s a priority. I don‟t know 

what it‟s like for other people.‟ 

The school has Oxfam teaching packs and „I‟m sure the juniors make reference to some of 

those materials‟.  

In terms of online resources, „when I first read them, I found them to be quite challenging in 

terms of content, but I‟ve noticed over the last couple of years that Oxfam has adjusted them 

and brought them down, and I also like the fact that everything is online. And I really like the 

videos.‟ One of the staff members interviewed has used the videos and a couple of the games 

in class.  

Another commented that global external resources (this comment was not specific to Oxfam) 

seem „to be hardcore secondary school studies‟. She would not download resources because 

„often they just sit there and nothing happens‟.  

Challenges in Incorporating Global Citizenship
191

 

As mentioned above, international week fell during a period when the school was busy with 

assessments, which meant that activities were not implemented to the fullest possible extent. 

One teacher commented: „we could have done it in the summer and done it outside and had a 

festival, and got parents and stalls involved‟.  

The lack of a whole school approach at Tetherdown has led to events and activities being run in 

isolation. „In the past when I‟ve worked in schools, I‟ve set up links with the Gambia and China, 

and actually went there, and had letters coming across and brought resources back – which the 

children then sold to raise money to send back to those schools. So it… wasn‟t just putting 

money into a box… It was much more of an equal exchange. Here we do do a lot of fundraisers, 

but it‟s more “I‟m doing fundraising or a sponsored event” – but we don‟t always end up knowing 

where it goes to or the full impact.‟ 

There is an interest in teaching global citizenship, and an intention – „but it gets sidelined 

because so many other things take over‟. One member of staff felt that she needed to „make a 

really solid, hard point about how privileged we are at the school‟, which led to her using photos 

from some of the charities she had worked for previously; it had „a massive impact on the 

children‟. She showed a photo of a child who had later died, which led to complaints from 

parents. „You need to be really mindful of the kinds of things you say. I don‟t do it now because 

I‟m scared… Children see these images on the TV, but they‟re bombarded with them so they 

mean nothing – but if a teacher [says it, it means something].‟ 

One of the challenges with the school‟s topic-based approach is that „there can be a lot of gaps 

left as you‟ve got to make it fit a topic rather than saying these are the subjects we want to 

cover in this area‟.  
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Global citizenship was thought by one staff member to be a „very dry subject… What I‟ve found 

far more useful is storybooks and real connections… Even for Year 5, it can be quite dry. It just 

needs to be so that they can make a connection to it.‟ 

Suggestions for Future Activities
192

 

Many of Oxfam‟s resources are necessarily complex: „it takes a bit of time to get your head 

around it, and until you get your head round it, you don‟t teach it well enough. I just wish 

sometimes it was a simple flow diagram of “here‟s the problem and here‟s the solution”. As 

primary children, they can deal with two or three connections, but often there‟s five or six, which 

makes it quite complex.‟ 

One of the members of staff suggested more videos made from the child‟s point of view (she 

said that Oxfam videos tend to be more from the adult‟s point of view). She also suggested 

incorporating music and the arts, as well as links to other storybooks, children‟s  films and 

videos.  

Resources for Key Stage 1 in global citizenship were raised as an area that is currently lacking. 

The school also mentioned that it needed resources developed for integration with topics rather 

than subject areas, for example food, materials, growing plants, etc.  
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Oxfam India (www.oxfamindia.org) 

Oxfam Intermón (Spain) (www.oxfamintermon.org)  

Oxfam Ireland (www.oxfamireland.org)  

Oxfam Italy (www.oxfamitalia.org) 

Oxfam Japan (www.oxfam.jp) 

Oxfam Mexico (www.oxfammexico.org)  

Oxfam New Zealand (www.oxfam.org.nz)  

Oxfam Novib (www.oxfamnovib.nl)  

Oxfam Québec (www.oxfam.qc.ca) 

Please write to any of the agencies for further information, or visit www.oxfam.org.  

 

www.oxfam.org.uk  

http://www.oxfamindia.org/
http://www.oxfamitalia.org/
http://www.oxfam.jp/
http://www.oxfam.org/

